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Parliament the followinq motion for  a
statement:
recalling  the position it
and the resolutions of  13
mentary Conference of  the
States and Madagascar;
A
Relations hereby submits to the European
resolution,  together with explanatory
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
on
preparations  for  the lhird  Session of  UNCTAD
to be held at Santiago de Chile between 13 April  and l-9 Utay L972
Ttre European Parliament'
-  considering that the development  of  the world economy warrants a general
review of  economic structures  and of  the conditions for  creating a new
international  equilibrium which would enable an improvement in  standards
of livj-ng to be brought about by the expansion and growing liberalization
of world trade;
-  convinced  that  t1t" 15ird  Session of  the  United Nations  Conference on Trade
and Development to  be held  at  Santiago de Chile  from 13 April  to  19 May
1972, may do a great  deal  to  solve  the  problems facing  the  developing
countries;
- believing that the Community, because of  its  economic potential  and respon-
sibilities  to the third  world, must do all  it  can to make this  Conference
a success;
considering  that  the  European Community which has already  gained wide and
valuable  experience of  aid  to  the  developing countries,  will  play  a domi-
nant role,  after  its  enlargement, in  world  policy  on development  aid;
adopted on the two previous sessions of  UNCTAD
.Ianuary 1971 and 13 January L972 of  the Parlia*
Association between the EEC and the African
'l
welcoming the recent move by the Commission  of  the Communities towards a
conrmon policy on development cooperation  based on closer coordination  of
the efforts  of  individual  Member States and of the Community as a whole,
in  order to derive the utmost benefit  from the existing  system which should
be completed by more extensive measures and instruments;
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and the opinion of the Committee on Relations with African States and
MadagrascaLr (Doc .  278/7L) ;
1. Solemnly' reaffirms the responsibilities  of  the European Community, as the
principal  trading partner of the third  world, in  the sphere of  development
cooperation;
Calls upon the Council and Commission  of the Conununities to do all  in
their  power to ensure active and effective  participation  by the Cornnunity
in  the work of the fhird  Session of  UNCTAD, with a view to making a
deci-sive contribution to the search for  practical  solutions which would
be of real benefit to the developing countries and also create a more
satisfactory and equitable structure of  international  trade relations;
I.  Procedural matters
Stresses; the importance of the fact  that  the Community will  be represented
at the Conference as a single entity;
4. Accordingly calls  for
-  the rol-e of joint  spokesman for  the Community to be given to the Commis-
sion of the Communities in  respect of  sectors  for which the Community
alreacly has sole responsibility  (commercial policy with particular
reference to trade agreements, agricultural  policy,  association policy);
having regard to UN General Assembly
concernin.g  the ttrird  Session of  the
Developmernt;
-  definjltion  by the  Member States,
EEC Tr:eaty, of  a conrmon position
be pui: by a single  spokesman;
Recommends close  coordination,
position  with  that  of  the  four
of  Accession;
Resolution 2080 of  16 December 1971,
United Nations Conference on Trade and
compliance with Article  116 of  the
other matters of joint  interest,  to
in
on
prior  to the Conference'
countries which have now
of  the Community
signed the Treaty
A Hopes that the Conference will  provide
machinery for  consultation between ttre
African States and l4adagascar;
an opportunity
Community  and
to  strengthen the
the Associated
-6- PE 29.428/d6f.Believes that
examination of
the Community must
the institutional
participate  actively  in a searching
machinery of  UNCTAD;
II.  Policv matters
8.  Believes  that  the  attitude  of  the  Community and Ivleilber States  at  the
Santiago Conference should be guided by the  need to:
a) :!_9999531
-  make special allowance for  the interests of the developing countries
in all  i-nternational action and internal  poticy;
-  encourage diversification  of the developing nations' economies; there
is  a particular  need for  economic structural  measures in  the case of
the least advanced countries dependent on exports of one or  two
primary commodities which are in  structural  surplus;
-  give full  backing to all  proposals to improve the marketing of products
from the developing countries;
-  uphold the tariff  policy at present applied to the Associated African
states and Ivladagascar, especially for  tropical  products, while taking
appropriate measures to assist arl  the developing countries; tariff
preferences on these products can be extended to all  the developing
countries, while guaranteeing that the Associated  States do not lose the
benefits they now enjoy;
-  reaffirm the clear intenLion of making special allowance for  problems
affecting  the developing countries during the wide-ranging multilateral
negotiations  in  GATT dealing i-n particular  with trade in aqricultural
products and non-tarif f  barriers,.
b) rt-r9g3rg_!e_p:tgry_99rgr9gt!19:
-  review the position of  individual  products exported by
count.ries,  so as to enable long-term problems such as
of production, obstacles to trade, pricing policy  and
of  consumptLon to be solved;
the  developing
the  adaptation
the  development
-  encourage the conclusion of worldwide agreements  for  typical  tropical
products, in particular  cocoa, on the understand.ing that wtren this
proves impossible the enlarged community may concrude with its
Associated states agreements  initially  drawn up on a regional basis
but open to the accession of other partners;
-7- PE 29.428/aef.in the case of products -  such as sugar -  similar  to or competing with
those olE the developed countries, ensure freer  access for  the developing
countries to external markets, and encourage a concerted adaptation of
individrral product economies in order to create more orderly world
markets and prevent the efficiency  of producers in  the developed coun-
tries  from jeopardizing the interests of  their  competitors in  the
third  world;
progressively  reduce, in the context of  the approximation of  Member
States' legislation,  the excise duties charged at present on tropical
products and protect the appellation of natural products of  the devel-
oping countries;
c) lr-lgsgrg-!9-$!eIs9!sr9g-p!999s!:
ensure that generalized preference are introduced by all  the developed
countries for  manufactures and semi-manufactures  and applied to all  the
developing nations without discrimination; they must be accompani.ed by
the essential guarantees stipulated by the New Delhi Conference for  the
least advanced countries and for  those nations which already benefit
from ret;ional preferences and whose interests would be jeopardized by
the int:roduction of generalized preferences;
undertal<e to arrange consultations at  the earliest  possible date in  the
Special Committee on Preferences  with a view to  improving the system of
Community preferences which came into  force on I  ,Iuly L97L, with parti--
cular rrsference to ceilings  on the products concerned and determination
of bene:ficiary countries, while having regard to the efforts  made by
other leading industrialized  countries;
take a rlecision to include, in  the EEC preferential  system, other
processed and semi-processed agricultural  products, exports of which
are of ,interest to the developing countries;
foster close cooperation between j-nternational bodies responsible for
studyinq non-tariff  barriers;  UNCTAD in particular  could supplement the
work dor:e by C'ATT on specific  problems affecting  the developing  coun-
tries ;
encoura(Je a more rational  international  division  of  labour  between the
developing countries  and the  industrialized  nations  by paying  speci-al
attention  to  the  problems raised  by  the  need for  faster  industrializatjcn
of  the  third  world;
facilitiate  a massive transfer of technical skills  to the developing
countri,es on favourable terms, in order to make an effective  contribu-
tion  to their  industrialization;
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-  take  immedi-ate  action  to  promote exports  from the  developing countries
to  the  Community market  (marketing,  sales  promotion,  after-sales  net-
works,  information  and professional  training  for  exporters,  etc.);
e) 1!-r9s3Eg-!9-tgsretll-3!q-99E:59919131-1!!9s53!19r-9!-!!:-9:v:!9pr!e
countries
-  support all  initiatives  -  in  particular  those taken by the least
advanced countries -  to deveJ-op cooperation  between the developing
countries and foster their  regional integration;  practical  assistance
should also be given to achieve this  aim (technical assistance for
integration,  special studies, etc.) ;
r ) *- r9s3!g-!e-!be - Irlelglrs -e !-9evelgpse!!
take steps to increase public and private development  aid,  in particu-
lar  with a view to reaching, not later  than in  L975 '  the target of  a
net annual transfer of  O.'7O % of the GNP as aid from the public sector
to the developing countries;
undertake to coordinate as far  as possible aid given by Member States in
order to progressively eliminate disparities  in  the structure of this
aid;  development  aid should also be programmed under the common economic
policy;
gradually aboLish the system of tied  aid
beneficiaries to utilize  the aid qranted
Community leve1 to  enabi
them in  any Member State;
at
co
take resolute action to set up an international  system of guarantees
against non-economic  risks  for  private  investment in  the developing
countries;
e ) 1!- reselg- !9 -!b9 -11!e:$!rgle!-set9!ery- : 1!s3!191
-  participate  in  the reform of  the international  monetary system and in
the creation, on the basis of the institutions  which have administered
the system up to now, of  an international  economic and monetary order
which would make allor'rance for  the interests of  the developing coun-
tries;
-9- PE 29.428/def.h) in  reqard  to  the  least  advanced
-  ----3  -a- lrete-!19-9:vglgerlg countries and
Iand-locked  nations
- give the fullest  possible backing to all  measures which may help
solve the special difficulties  of  these countries, having regard
the importance of this  problem for  the Associated States and the
commonweaLth countries with comparabl-e economic structures ;
9. Hopes that  emphasis will  be placed during the Confefence on the importance
of the worl< done by the Community so far  to foster  economic progress of
the developirrg  countries with particular  reference to:
-  the action undertaken in  the area of commercial policy  (tariff  reduc-
tions,  generalized preferences, elimination of quantitative  restriction$
efforts  to  final-Lze product agreements) ;
-  the achievements  of  the Association with the African States and
Ivladagascar;
-  policy on countries in  the Mediterranean area;
food aid progranrmes;
t-he substantial trade deficit  of  the Community' which is  the world's
J.argest importer of primary commodities from the developing countries;
the role played by integration of  the six Member States throughout the
last  decade in  encouraging  expansion of  the world economy and the
beneficial  effects which enlargement of  the Community will  have on
world trade and on the economy of the developing countries;
-  the far-reaching implications  of  the commitments entered into  by Member
States to pursue and intensify  Community action in  the sphere of  devel-
opment aid;
Invites  its  Committee on External Trade Relations to continue its  close
study of trends in relations between the Conmunity and the developing
countries, and in particular  to report on the outcome of  the llhird  Session
of  TJNCTAD;
11. Inr,zites its  President to  forward this resolution  and the accompanying
explanatory statement to the Council and Commission  of  the European
Communities and, for  information, to the EEC-AASM Association  Council,
thr: Council of the Association between the EEC and the East African States
and the Secretary-ceneral of  UNCTAD.
+^
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EXPISNATORY  STATEMENT
I.  Introduction
1.  lrhe fhird  Session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment (SNCTAD) wiLl be held in  Santiago de Chile from 13 April  to  19 May 1972.
LINSTAD is  a specialized agency of  the United Nations organization; it
was set up on 3O December L964 as an organ of the General Assembly of  the
1
United Nations'. Its  purpose is  to propose ways of  organizing world Lrade in
a more equitable manner so as to facilitate  the economic progress of  the
third  world.
All  the EEC Medber States belong to  UNCTAD which now has 140 members,
i.e.  the 131 members of  ttre United Nations and 9 other States which belong
to one or more specialized agencies of  the United Nations. fhe European com-
munity observes the proceedings of  UNCTAD as an intergovernmental  organization.
2.  Trhe First  Session of  UNCTAD held in  ceneva in  the spring of  1964, had
wide repercussions  since it  marked the beginning of a worldwide confrontation
between the industrialized  and developing countries2. fhe practical  results
of the Geneva Conference  were, trowever, strictly  limited because the indus-
trialized  nations subsequently refused to consider the many recommendations
-  often adopted against their  own wishes - binding.
However,  one important principle  had been recognized for  the first  time,
namely the need to correct the 'laws of  the market' j-n order to improve the
trading position of the least  advanced nations.
11he EEC had supported the 'Brasseur plan' ,  put forward by Belgium, which
advocated temporary selective and degressive preferences for  manufactures  and
semi-manufactures  from the developing countries; however, several leading
industrialized  nations strongly opposed the principle  of  such preferences.
1A  nr1*ber of  permanent bodies have been established  in  $NCTAD, i.e.:
-  the  Trade and DeveloPment Board,
-  the  Secretariat,
-  the  Committee on Manufactures,
-  the  Committee on Corunodity Problems,
-  the  Committee on Invisibles  and Trade Financing,
-  the  Committee on ShiPPing.
)  -,-- '  S""  reports  by Mr Pedini  on ttre  Geneva Conference, Docs .  6/64  and 83/64.
-11  - PE 29.42A/ d6f-3.  In the ltght  of past experience, an attempt was made at  the Second
Session of  UNCTAD, held in New Delhi (February-!{arch 1968), to achieve more
practical  solutlons which might be acceptable to all  the lrtember Statesl-
lftre countries of the third  world had in  fact  abandoned the arnbitious but
often highly theoretical principles  laid  down in  Geneva; instead they had
concentrated on the definition  of realistic  targets.
After  a change in  the United States' attitude,  it  proved possible to
reach agreement on the rapid establishment of a general system of  tariff
preferences on a non-discriminatory  and non-reciprocal basis for  manufactures
and semi-manufactures from the developing countries. In regard to the finan-
cial  aspect, it  was agreed that the rich  countries should in  future transfer
L % of their  gross national product rather than I  % of their  national revenue
to the developing nations.
On the other hand no real  progress was made towards a solution of  the
fundamental problem of stabilizing  primary commodity prices;  the importance
of this  issue had already been stressed by the EEC at the Geneva Conference.
Subsequently the EEC States presented for  the first  time in  New Delhi three
joint  proposals setting out ttre main lines of a policy on primary commodities.
4. What is  the position today, four years after  the New Delhi Conference?
According to the Secret,ary-General-  of  UNCTAD, Ivlr lv1anuel Perez-Guerrero'
achievements  have so far  been limited:
'Since the developing countries are excluded from a whole range of vital
decisions on monetary and commercial matters, while the rich  nations have
recently concentrated exclusiveJ-y on their  own problems, the development of
the thj-rd world has been reduced to a by-product of  the growth of  production
and demand in  the industrialized  countries. In  itself  the growth of  the
developed nations is  always desirable. But if  a situation  is  allowed to
develop in which the third  world merely lives  in  the wake of  the prosperity
of rich  nations, it  is  difficul-t  to  see how the past situation  can change
very much in  future.
In spite of the efforts  made by UNCTA.D, and the goodwill shown by many
great countries, the fact  remains that  the decade between 1960 and 1970 was
conspictrousby the lack of a coordinated development policy.  By allowing the
fate of the third  world to be dependent  on growth of  the developed nations,
the overall growth target of  5 % has admittedly been reached, but in  many
cases the economic and social- changes which must accompany any authentic
'|
'See  reports by l,tr Pedini, Docs. 177/67 and 86/58 on the New Delhi Confe-
rence.
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oping countries whose per capita income is  less than $ 150 was on average
only 3.7 %, w]l,ich is well below the general target of  5 % set for  the decaCe.
fhere is  a real  need for  concerted policies  designed specifically  to change
the present international  division  of  labour so Lhat the world can becorne
not only more prosperous but also more just  in  the next ten years.'-
In regard to the financing of aid,  the last  annual report of  the World
Bank -  which is  the principal  international  development  aid organization -
shows that overall  fj-nancial aid to the third  world from the 16 leading
industrialized  countries in  1970 amounted to about $ 15,OO0m,  representing
an average of  approximately  O.75 % of the gross national product of  these
countries, in  spite of  the fact  that a minimum target of  L % had been "et2 
.
Of the total  net fl-ow of public development aid  (approximately  g 6,BOOm,
representing only O.34 % of  the cNp of  the donor countries as against a
targeL of  0.7O %), grants accounted for  only 65 %, whereas the corresponding
figure was close on 9O % at  the beginning of the previous decade.
fhe growth of the external public debt of the third  world, amounting to
$ 59rOO0m at the end of  1969 for  the 80 main developing countries is  particu-
larly  disturbing;  it  was increasing twice as fast  as their  revenue fron
exports.
1 -  Statement made at  Geneva on 23 December
-  Net flow of  financial  resources to the
America, 1960-1968 (in  $ million):
1971.
countries of Africa,  Asj-a and Latin
Year
Total
neE
flow
From the developed
countries with mar-
ket economies
From the socialist  From multi-
countries of Eastern  lateral
Europe and Asia  institutions
1960
196r
1962
1963
L964
1965
1966
L967
1968
7 rO89
9,019
7,95L
8,944
I0,099
lo, 168
11r 032
L2,.22O
6, 600
7 ,5O9
7,L52
7 r544
7, 850
8,9e'4
9r 016
9,702
LL,O52
200
300
400
J I'
325
350
3s0
325
289
2LO
399
616
7L9
790
802
980
843
Source: UNCTAD Secretariat.
-13- PE 29.428 /d6f.we are still  no nearer agreement on primary commodities. After  long
consultations, negotiations on an international  cocoa agreement have only
just  resumed; a draft  agreement will  probably not be ready until  mid-1972.
Generalized tariff  preferences have been in  force since I  July 1971 in
the EEC. But outside the Community, only seven industrialized  countries have
implemented these preferences (Japan, Norway, United Kingdom, Denmark,  Sweden,
New zealand and Finland) and there is  no reason to  suppose that  they will  be
introduced in  the near future by the other main partners in world trade.
5.  lfhe international  economy is  going through a difficult  period at  presenq
especiatly after  last  summer's monetary crisis.  We are witnessing far-reaching
changes in  international  Lrade relations:  the enlargement of  the European
Cormnunities accompanied  by the development  of close relations with other
countries, the new strength of  the People's Republic of China on the inter-
national scene, the extraordinary growth of  the Japanese economy, the sr-rb-
stantial  increase in inLernational  financial  transactions, the adoption  b1'
the Socialist  countries in Eastern Elrrope of a long term proqramme of  LacLrncl-
mic integration and the will  evinced by the three leading partrlers in rtcrrlcl
trade (EEC, USA and Japan) 'to  make a complete reappraisal of all  intern.rtio-
nal trade relations in order to negotiate necessary improvements  in  the liqht
of the structural  changes which have taken place in  recent y.ars'1.
6.  fhe UNCTAD Conference will  open in  Santiago against the background of
this  fluid  situation;  the countries of  the third  world believe that  this
Conference should consider the problem of greater participation  by the
developing nations in  the search for  a settlement to the main world economic
problems.
These countries will  lose no opportunity to stress the repercussions
which the development of trade, economic and monetary relations  between the
industrialized  countries may have on their  economies. fhey will  pose a poli-
tical  and moral question: can the great trading powers which have accepted
the principle  of intervention by the public authorities  in  their  ol{n econo-
mies in  the name of  social justice  and the welfare state,  refuse to apply
the same principl-e to the world economy in order to ensure a more equitable
international order?
Joint  declaration  of  the  EEC and
GATT/1106); joint  declaration  of
L972 (Doc. GATT/1105).
United States on 11 February 1972 (Doc.
Japan and the United States, 9 February
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7.  Like  the  two previous  sessions of  UNCTAD, the  Santiago Conference  has
been prepared by a series  of  preliminary  meetings at  the  level  both  of  the
permanent bodies of  UNCTAD and of  individual  developing countries.
On the  other  hand,  few steps have been taken up to  now to  coordi-nate
the  position  of  the  industrialized  countries,  €.9.  in  the  oEcD.
8.  In  UNCTAD itself,  the  Trade and Developrnent Board was responsible  for
preparing  the  Santiago Conference at  its  last  meeting  (ceneva, 24 August -
I
21 Septernber  1971) -.
After  a long and difficult  debate, the Board approved the provisional
Conference agenda without a vote (after  rejecting  a Swiss proposal to include
the item relating  to  'the  implications of  the present international monetary
situation'  as a sub-division of ltem B instead of  Item g)2" f'tre text  of  this
agenda is  set out in Annex I  to this  report.
Tfre Board's discussions centred on the desirability  of  including certain
specific  items in  the agenda and on the importance to be accorded to  them in
the Santiago proceedings. fhe following items were primarily  at  issue:
-  the international  monetary situation'
-  the principles underlying international  trade relations,
-  the impact of the regional economic groupings of developed countries,
-  East-West trade'
-  disarmament,
-  the implications  of environmental policy on trade and development,
-  insurance problems.
fhe developing countries, supported in  some instances by the socialist
countries of Eastern Europe, wanted to list  these matters as separate items
on the agenda while the Western nations insisted on their  being dealt with
under the single item devoted to examination of recent events and long-term
trends in  trade and development.
fhe final  compromise listed  all  the matters relating  to the internatio-
nal monetary situation  and East-West trade as separate jtems on the agenda and
included the other items under the heading of  the general discussion of
recent events and long-term trends in  trade and development. At the end of
the general debate, the @nference may, however, decide to adopt an ad hoc
procedural arrangement to examine these questions in greater detai-.
1 ttre Board is  the main permanent body of  U$ICTAD with representations of  55
^ countries, including all  the EEc Member states except Luxembourg. z T]ite developed countries with a market economy all  voted in  favour of this
proposal which was rejected by 32 votes to IB.
-15- PE 29.428 /d€f.9.  fhe compromise provisional agenda does not  conform to the original
intention of adopting for  the Santiago Session a progranme covering only
problems of extrerie urgency in  respect of which positive practical  results
can reasonably be expected. On the contrary, this  agenda covers the whole
range of possible subjects for  discussion at a meeting between the devel-
oping countries, socialist  States and Western nations without the prior
selection which had been envisaged originally.
lrfre Western countries entered serious reservations on the effects  of
this  cumbersome and excessively detailed agenda on the efficiency  of  the
conference's work. Ttre spokesman for  the developed countries with market
economies stated that the programme for  the Santiago Session was not
selective enough; he expressed the hope that tle derreLoping  countries would
select priorities  and concentrate  on a few main points in  order to obtain
practical  results.
10.  Ttre Board also adopted a number of resolutions and decisions for  the
UNCTAD Conference.
A resolution on the problems of the least  advanced among the developing
countries was unanimously adopted: it  calls  upon the Secretary-General  'to
draw up a detailed and cornplete programme of action'.
Another Board resolution calls  for  the convening' of a conference to
negotiate  cocoa prices.  The EEC took this  opportunity to make an urgent
appeal for  an international  agreement on cocoa.
In regard to the institutional  provisions on generalized preferences,
the Board decided, after  lengthy discussion, to postpone for  one year its
decision on the UNCTAD body to be made responsible for  a regular review of
the preferential  systems.
An important Board resolution,  adopted against the votes of  the Western
countries, recommends  full  participation  'by al-l the countries concerned and
in particular  the developing nations' in  consultations and negotiations  on
reform of the international monetary syste*l.  ,n this  connection, the EEC
delegation recalled the position taken by the Council of  the Communities  on
13 September  1971: 'l[he basic problem in  this  area is  that of building a new
international monetary and economic order on the foundation of  the institu-
tions which have administered  the system hitherto  (GATT, IMF) with special
reference to the needs of the developing countries' .
1 ,hi"  resolution lras proposed
30 votes to 16 (including  the
and the Netherlands) with  two
by the developing countries and adopted by
Federal Republic of  Germany, Belgium, Italy
abstentions (including France) .
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Secretary-ceneraL of  IINCTAD to prepare a number of  studies for  the Santiago
Conference, dealing primarily with the problems of primary commodities  ( lonq-
term trends in the terms of  trade, effectiveness of existing international
agreements on primary commodities, progress towards an international  cocoa
agreement)  .
11.  In  regard to the organization of the Conference's work, the President of
the Board proposed the creation, without prejudice to the constitution  of
special Session bodies (such as working parties and contact groups on matters
requiring special examination), of  six main conmittees to which groups of
items or sub-i-tems would be referred for  study and report.
In the light  of consultations on this  matter and debates at the last
session of the UN General Assembly, the Secretary-General of UNCTAD proposed
that the items on the agenda of the Santiago Conference should be distributed
as follows between the main committees:
First  Committee
Second Committee
fhird  Committee
Fourth Committee
Fifth  Conun:L'lEee
Sixth Committee
Item 13
Item 14
Item 15
Item  I
Item 15
Item 16
Item 19
Item 18
Item 1I
Primary commodities -  problems and policies
Manufactures  and semi*manufactures
Financial  resources for  development (with
the  exception  of  paragraph g)
f)  Insurance problems
g)  Tourism
Development and cost  of  sea transport;
freight  rates;  code of  procedure for
maritime  conferences
Transfer  of  new techniques with  special
reference  to  resolution  74 (X) adopted by
the  Council  on IB  September 1970
Trade relations  between countries  with
different  economic and soci-al  systems
a)  Special  measures to  assist  the  least
advanced amotlg the  developing colrntries
b)  Other special  measures relating  to  the
needs of  land-locked  developing countries
I,
L2.  Tbro other r:ecent meetings of  UNCTAD bodies must be mentioned here because
of  their  relevance to preparations  for  the Santiago Conference: the sixth
session of the Committee on Primary Commodities (5-f6 July I97I)  and the
fifth  session of  the Committee on Invisibles  and Trade Financing (I-15 Decem-
'|
ber 1971) -.
t  S." Fifth  ceneral Report on the Activities  of  the Communitj-es, l-97I, sec-
tions 448 and 45Q.
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world originally  attempbed to  focus their  search for  solutions on access to
the markets of the developed countries. fhe European Community on the other
hand stressed the need for  international  coordination in  regard to the possi-
bilities  of  economic diversification.  lfhe UNCTAD Secretariat  was finally  in-
vited  to present proposals for  practical  action on thi-s matter and for  the
coordination of diversification  progralnmes.
Debates on international  monetary problemsrwere extremely animated in
the Committee on Invisibles  and Trade Financingt. While giving an assurance
that the developing countries would be involved in  the reform of  the inter-
national monetary system, the Western nations maintained their  reservations
as to the competence  of  UNCTAD in  this  matter. To sum up, this  meeting which
coincided with a particularly  difficult  period for  the international  monetary
system, took no major decisions.
13.  As was the case at the two previous world conferences the 96 clevelopiug
countries which at present make up the Group of  772 (so named because 77
nations attended the first  meeting of  the group at the Geneva Conference)
have tried  to coordinate their  position in preparation for  the Santiago
Conference;  a ministerial  conference  was held for  this  purpose in  Lima from
25 October to B November 197I.
T'tris was the third  meeting of the '77'.  At Geneva in  L964' the devel-
oping countries had concentrated on drawing up the statute of  their  organi-
zation. fhree years later  in Algiers they adopted - with reservations entered
by several countries -  a 'charter of  economic rights  for  the third  world'  -
Trhe Secretary-General of  UNCTAD, Mr Perez-Guerrero, made the  following
statement on this  problem:  'IL  is  regrettable  that  the  conrntr'rniqu6  of  the
Group of  Ten (on currency  realignment)  does not  mention the  immediate
impact of  these negoti-ations  on the  third  world.  The decision  to  raise
the price  of  gold  from $ 35 to  38 an ounce -  amounting to  an 8.6'.-in-
crease -  means that  the  dollar  value  of  the gold  reserves held  by  the
non-socialist.countries  will  increase by  $ 3,000m; of  this  total  the
share held  by the  developing countrj-es is  only  $ 275m. This  amounts to
a windfall  for  the  rich  countries  10 times greater  than the benefit
accruing  to  the  developing nations.  In  addition,  monetary realignments
trave resulted  in  a substantial  net  reduction  in  the  purchasing power of
the  reserves held  by the  developing countries.  But  there  is  nothing  in
the  communiqu6  to  suggest that  any consideration  has been given  to  ttre
possibility  of  providing  compensation for  the  losses  suffered  by  the
developing nations.'  (Statement made on 23 December 1971) -
fhis  figure  includes  31 countries  in  Africa,  26 in  Latin  America,  19 in
Asia,  IB Arab countries,  Cyprus and Yugtoslavia.
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varied and sometimes conflicting  interesLs; it  was therefore impossible to
fix  priorities  which would have facilitated  the proceedings  of the next
UNCTAD Conference  by focusing attention on a few problems which are rloe  for
further action.
14.  After  preparatory meetings of  the three regional groups (Asia, Africa,
I Latin America) *,  the Ministerial  Conferencg of the developinq countries, in
Lima, was prepared by a meeting of  senior government officials  from the
croup of  77. In his  inaugural address to this  meeting, the Peruvian Minister
of  Foreign Affairs  stressed the need to create a unj.ted front  'enabling the
countries of  the third  world to work energetically tgwards agreements  amoun-
ting  to a complete restructuring of  the present conditions of  international
trade and economic and financial  relations between the industrialized  coun-
tries  and developing nations'.  In  fact  it  was not easy to arrive at a corunon
position as differences of opinion had already appeared during the prepara-
tory meetings of  the three regional groups.
In their  addresses to the plenary session, most speakers stressed tire
need for  cohesion between the developing nations in  their  confrontatior-r with
the industrialized  States. However, as soon as specific problems were broached
-  primary conunodities, maritime transport, preferences, monetary issues,
special measures to assist the least  advanced nations -  all  the economic,
structural  and political  differences and alliances separating the three
continents  came into  play again. On the subject of  shipping for  example,
Latin America belongs to the group of  'carrier'  countries while the African
countries and most of  the Asian nations are 'charterers'.  Trheir points of
view are therefore different  and sometimes conflicting.  Similarly on the
monetary issue, the African and Asian countries which belong to the franc
or sterling' area, are opposed to the idea of a united front by the thirJ
world against the industrialized  nations called for by the Latin Anrerir--'
countries.
wide differences of opinion were noted on the subject of  inslitutionali-
zation of  the Ministerial  Conference of  ttre developing countries. fhere was
disagreement between the African States and certain Asian countries which
would like  a permanent body of the '77'  to be set upr while the Latin
American nations reject  this  proposal which they believe would entail  the
delegation of  powers on excessively complex problems.
I  Ministerial  meetings of the regional groups \^rere held:
- by the Asian countries at Bangkok on 5 and 6 October,
- by the African countries at Addis-Ababa from I  to 14 October,
- by the tatin  American countries at  Lima on 24 October.
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originally  scheduled to end on 6 November, had to be extended. But the
countries of the third  world neverlheless managed to draft  and adopt by
acclamation in the night of  7-8 November, a document entitled  'Lima Decla-
ration,  Principles  and Progratnme of Action''
15.  lfhe Lima Declaration begins by listing  a series of principles  summari-
zing the ideas put forward in  ttre speeches by leaders of delegations  from
96 countri""l.  ,a encourages  the countries of the third  world to  strengthen
their  unity and sense of  common purpose in  the Group of  77, and calls  for
wider representation of this  group in  the main international  organizations'
in particular  during discussions on reform of  the monetary system.
fhe second part of the Lima Declaration  sets out a programme of actiotr'
It  compris es 22 headings and calls  for  full  participation  by the thi-rd \r'or'ld
'in  all  preparatory consultations and decisions aimed at bri'nging about a
reform of trade and the world monetary system''
fhe following new ideas are put forward in  this  lengthy progralrune:
-  Under the heading of  special measures for  ttre least advanced among the
developing countries, the programme of action recommends  the creation of  a
special fund to assist these countries, and calls  upon UNCTAD to lay down
new criteria  for  a revision of the list  of 25 least advanced countri'es '
-  In regard to primary comrnodities,  the programme of action invites  UNCTAD
to examine 'the possibility  of  indexing unit  prices of manufactured
products imported from the developed countries on unit  prices of  exports
from the develoPing nations'-
-  fhe programme invites  the developed nations and international  organizations
to grant special financial  and technical aid to assist  the land-locked
countries to establish industries producing 'goods of  low value in  relation
to their  volume' which would replace a part of  their  imports. Ttris aid
should also help to develop the infrastructure of  these countries (roads
negotiable by heavy lorries,  railways, international  alrports) .
-  lflre programme also urges the international  community 'to  bring about,
through the existing international machinery, a rapid transformation  of
the economic system with specific  reference to trade, finance, shipping,
invisibles  (liabilities  and profits  accruing from trade transactions)  and
technology'  .
fhe first  part  (general principles)  of the Lima Declaration is  reproduced
in Annex II  to this  rePort.
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action,  the Lima document contains a nuriber of  recommendations on specific
points.
.1.he Conference  urged the United States to reconsider its  decision to
curtail  foreign aid.  It  suggested that the participating  governments  should
create an 'intergovernmental group' of  t5 members responsible for  studying
the development  of  the international  monetary situation.  It  also wanted the
economic conseqluences of closure of the Suez Canal to be entered on the
LINCTAD agenda and repeated the call  for  adoption of  the general agreement
on cocoa.
The Conference recommended  that  the Group of  77 should meet again before
the Santiago Session in order to  study the reform of UNCTAD structures;
Manilla was chosen as the venue for  this  new conference of the developing
countries.
16.  No formal clecision has yet been taken by the European Community on its
position at  the Santiago Conference.
fhe Commission of  the Communites has recently submj-tted a memorandum  to
the Coucil setting out a detailed analysis of the main problems on the UNCTAD
agenda and a number of  suggestions on policy  to be followed at  Santiago. fhe
Council will  probably reserve its  decision on this  document until  it  has
noted the European Parliament's  opinion.
17.  In addition,  the Commission  has been trying  for  many months to foster
renewed international  cooperation in order to bring about progress in  the
countries of  the third  world and ensure greater effectiveness for  Corununity
policy on development aid. with this  aim in view, it  submitted to  the
Council on 27 July 1971 a 'memorandum on a Community policy  for  derrelopmeut
cooperation' ,  followed on 2 February L972 by a 'prograrune for  a first  series
of measures'. T'hese two documents deal primarily  wittr the Community's  long-
term role but they also contain useful  indications as to the measures the
EEC may advocate at  the UNCTAD session in  Santiago.
ftre resolution adopted by the uN General Assembly on t6 December 1971
is  also of considerable interest  (see Annex Iv).  ftris  resolution approves
the programme drawn up by the Board of  UNCTAD'
fhe  following  points  -  which the  ItAl General Assembly considered particularly
important  -  were stressed:
-  special  measures to  assist  the  least  advanced among ttre developing coun-
tries  and the  land-locked  developing nations;
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- the development of  trade relations bet\^/een countries with different
economic and social sYstems;
-  the system of generalized preferences  to assis!  the developing countries
andfurtherimprovementstotheprovisionsrelatingtothesepreferences;
-  the institutional  mactrinery of  UNCTADT
-  examination and assessment of  implementation of  the international  devel-
lopment strategY.
Ttre European Parliament will  be considering these important  documents
in more detail  aL a later  datel '
A report on this  memorandum  is  now being
Exteinal Trade Relations (rapporteur: Mr
drafted bY the Comnittee  on
Vredeling)  .
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18.  It  is  difficult  to  corunent at  present
various  items on the  agenda of  the  Santiago
the  emphasis placed on the  different  issues
session of  the  Trade and Development Board,
ably  concentrate  primarily  on the  following
on the  relative  importance of  the
Conference.  However, to  judge b1'
during  the  debates of  the  last
the  UNCTAD proceedings  will  Prob-
points:
- the international monetary situation;
- problems of policy on primary commodities;
- implementation of the system of general-ized  preferences;
- trade relations between countries with different  economic and social systems
(East-West trade);
- the institutional  machinery of  UNCTAD;
- the impact of regional economic groupings of developed nations;
-  special measures to assist the least  advanced among the developing countries
and land-locked developing nations;
- maritime transport.
The European parliament proposes to  state its  opinion on some of  these
problems, in order to guide the action of the Community  and l4ember States at
the Conference.
Procedure
19.  The European Parliament is
ty's  interests;  it  is  therefore
in the basic implications  of  the
Session of  IJNCTAD.
above all  desirous of defending the Communi-
more interested in procedural problems than
issues which will  be examined at the Third
In  fact,  while  the  six  EEC Memlcer States will  be taking  part  in  tire
Santiago Conference as full  members of  UNCTAD, the  European Community will
only  be observing  the  proceedings and will  have no voting  rights.
What will  be the  roLe of  the  Community delegation  under these condi-
tions?  The European Parliament  deplores  the  fact  that  the  European Economic
Community -  which the United  Nations only  recognizes as an 'intergovernmental
organization'  -  is  unable to  take  part  in  the UNCTAD Session as a ful1  member.
It  stresses,  as it  did  when ttre  two previous  sessions of  TINCTAD were
held,  ttre need for  the  European Community to  present  a united  front  in  UNCTAD
and therefore  requests  that
-  the  Conunission  of  the  Communities be appointed joj-nt  spokesman for  the
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bility  (commercial policy,  association  treaties,  trade  agreements' agricjl-
tural  policY);
-  a common position  be defined by  the  Member states  in  accordance  with  Ar:icle
116 of  the  EEC Treaty  for  other  areas of  conunon interest  and put  by  a single
spokesman.
Theroleofspokesmancouldbeassumed,dswasthecaseattheGeneva
ancl the  New Delhi  conferences, bY the  delegation  of  the  country  which at
presentholdsthepresidencyoftheCounciloftheCommunities-.
20.  In  addition  the  European Parliament believes  that,  before  the  conferene
opens,thecommunity,spositionshouldbecloselycoordinatedwiththatof
the  four  countries  which have signed the  Treaty  of  Accession  (united  Kingdom'
D^nmark, Ireland  and Norway). fhese countries  have entered  into  important  com-
rr-i Lments Lo continue  Community action  in  the  sphere of  development aid  after
1 January Ig73,  the  date on which they will  be ioining  the  enlarged conununltl"
In  particular  they have undertaken  to  apply the  Communi-ty system of  general-
ized preferences  from I  January L974'
As far  as the Associated African  States  and l"ladagascar  which are parties
to  the Yaounde Convention are concerned, it  will  be recalled  that  in  its  reso-
lution  of  13 January L972 on the  seventh Annual Report of  the Association
Council,  the  Parliamentary  Conference of  the Association  expressed the  hope
'that  the  next United Nations Conference on Trade and Development  in  Santiago
will  provide  an opportunity  to  strengthen  the  machinery of  consultation  be-
tween the  EEC, its  Member States  and the  AASM with  a view to  defining  and
maintaining  conunon points  of  view'2.  The European Parliament  fully  endorses
this  observatron and hopes that  the  provisions  of  Protocol  No. 5 to  the  second
yaound€ Convention will  be implemented  at  the  forthcoming  UNCTAD session'
2I.  The Parli-ament regrets  that  no major  initiative  has so far  been taken
to  coordinate  the  positions  of  the  developed nations  for  the  Santiago Confer-
ence.  At  the  last  UNCTAD session great  efforts  were made in  the  OECD to
arrlve  a!  a colnmon attitude  among the Western countries  on the  problem of
qeneralized  preferences  at  least.
22.  Item l0  on the  provj-sional  agenda of  the  santj-ago conference is  an
examination'of  the  institutional  machinery of  UNCTAD' (Sections  3O' 3I  and
32 of  ceneral Assembly resolution  1955 (XIX) ) '
Luxembourg holds  the  presidency  for  the  first  half
Journa.l, No. C LI ,  7 FebruarY L972-
The Grand DuchY of
L9t 2.
Section 9, Official
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institutional  system of  UNCTAD does rrot entirely  satisfy  all  its  members.  I'.
searching examination must therefore be made of all  the institutional
arraugements  at  the Ttrird Session of  the UN Conference in order to  impro.ze
the effectiveness of  UNCTAD and strenghten its  role as an agency responsible
for  promoting measures relating  to the negotiation and adoption of multi-
lateral- trade instruments.  Negotiations, involving the search for  appropriate
solutions, consultations and final  agreements, must be viewed as a col:ereut
entity.  Moreover,  we must not lose sight of  the fact  tlrat the existing tlego-
tiating  bodies are adequate and that duplication of  their  activities  must be
avoided. Ttre Conference will  then be able to achieve its  primary aims as set
out in  General Assembly resolution 1955 (xlx).
General considerations
23.  The EEC is  now preparing itself  for  the far-reaching multilateral  com-
mercial negotiations which will  be opening in  GATT in 1973. In addition the
enlargement of the Community will  soon become a reality.
Under these conditions it  would be desi-rable for  the Community to re-
state to the third  world in Santiago its  firm  intention of taking the develop-
ing countries'  interests  into  consideration in  its  international  action and
internal  policies.  In giving this  assurance, it  would merely be confirming
the positj.on it  recently adopted in  regard to reform of  the international
monetary system and the new multilateral  trade negotiations planned for  19'73.
24.  As a further  greneral principle,  the EEC should advocate in  UNCTAD eco-
nomic diversification  of  the developing countries and in particular  of the
least  advanced among them which are dependent on exports of one or two primary
corunodities  (with the ex'ception of petroleum products)-; this  diversification
should be based on structural  economic changes.
The problem of primary commodities is  extremely complex and a global
approach is  necessary. Economic diversification  of the countries concerned
would clearly be the most effective  way of bringing about a real  improvement
in the situation.  Diversification  must therefore be the basis and long-term
goal of  al-l action in  this  sphere aimed at lessening the effect  of market
price fluctuations  on the countries concerned.
I -  As an example iron  ore  accounted for  93 % of  exports  from Mauritania  and
75 % of  exports  from Liberia  in  L967;  copper accounted for  93 % of  Zambian
exports  and 76 % of  exports  from Chile;  coffee  63 % of  Colombian exports
and 56 % of  exports  from Ethiopia;  cocoa 7O % of  exports  from Ghana; sugar
97 % of  exports  from Mauritius,  85 % from Cuba, 58 % from the  Dominican
Republic  and 56 /" from Barbados;  groundnuts 76 % of  exports  from Niger  and
4O % from Ganbia;  cotton  83 % from Chad, 65 % from the  Sudan and 50 /" from
EEypt;  bananas accounted for  53 "/" of  exports  from Equador and Panama  and
wool 50 % of  exports  from Uruguay.
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the measures takerr over a period  of  several  years  in  Africa  and Madagascar  by
the  European  Development Fund and the  European Investment Bank.
In  the  same spirit,  the  EEC should support  all  proposals  tending  general-
ly  to  improve the marketing of  products  of  the  developing countries.
25.  In  regard to  the  special  relations  between the  EEC and the  18 African
States  and Madagascar (soon to  be joined  by Mauritius)  which are  signatories
to  the yaound6 Convention, the  present  policy  of  tariff  preferences  on tropi-
cal  products  and certain  items wtrich compete with  European agricultural  pro-
ducts must clearly  be maintained,  while  taking  appropriate  measures to  safe-
guard the  interests  of  other  developing countries  until  at  least  equivalent
advantages  are granted to  the  AASM -  which areernong the  least  advanced of
the developing nations  -  as compensation for  the  damage they  r''or.rld suffer
through any change in  the  existing  situation.
It  must be remembered that  generalized  preferences  are not  at  presellt
advantageous to  the  AASIvI since  these countries  have lost  their  exclusive  right
of  preferential  access to  the  market of  the  Six  without  benefiting  from the
proposed  reciprocal  provision  of  preferential  access to  the  markets of  oths
industrialized  countries,  in  particular  the United  States.
TTTTSY commodities
26.  The problem of  primary  conunodities is  of  real  interest  to  the  EEC.  The
parliament  recalls  ttrat,  in  its  resolution  of  13 January L972, the  Parlia-
mentary Conference  of  the  EEC-AASM Association  invited  the  EEC and AASM 'to
jointly  support,  at  the  Santiago Conference, effective  measures to  regulate
world  trade  in  primary  commodities, since  the  success of  such a policy  is  a
precondition  for  the  economic progress of  the  third  world'-.
We have seen that  a global  approach is  necessary to  lay  down a policl'
designed in  the  long run  to  diversify  the  economies of  those developingt coun-
tries  which are excessively  dependent  on a  single  product.  Meanwhile efforts
should be made to  review the  position  of  individual  primary  commodities;
in  this  way a start  could be made on solving  long rangre problems  such as
adjustments to  production,  barriers  to  trader  price  policy  and the  expansion
of  consumption.  The EEC has already  stressed  this  requirement  to  the  Commit-
tee  on Primary Commodities in  Geneva since,  without  a coordinated adaptation d
these product  economies, the  fundamental difficulties  which by their  very
nature  are long term problems cannot possibly  be solved.
1 -  Section I0,  Official  Journal c 11, 7 February L972.
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which are similar  to and competitive with agricultural  products of the tem-
perate regions.  For these particular  products it  would be wrong to try  simply
to ensure freer  access to the markets of the developed countries, since expe-
rience has shown that the main benefit would then be derived by other agricul-
tural  producers in  the developed countries.  Efforts  must therefore be
directed towards a coordinated adaptation of the economy in order to create
a more orderly situation  on world markets and prevent the efficiency  of  agri-
cultural  producers in the devel-oped countries from endangering the interests
of their  competitors in the third  world.
In regard to typical  products of tropical  regions, the EEC should pur-
sue the policy  it  has adopted in recent years:  it  must advocate the con-
clusion of world product agreements  in particular  for  cocoa; when this  proves
impossible,  the enlarged Community could draw up regional agrreements with the
Associated States. T'hese agreements  should also be onen to other countries
wishing to take part-.
It  seems likely  in  fact  that  the enlarged Community and its  future
partners will  form a powerful enough grouping to reach viable regional agree-
ments which could serve as an example to other countries.
During the  negotiations  with  the  four  applicant  countries,  the  Community
already  promised present  and future  associated  States  that  it  would take  into
account the  interests  of  those among them whose economies are heavily  depen-
dent on exports  of  primary  commodities. fhis  undertaking  was given  to  reassure
the  present beneficiaries  of  the  Commonwealth  Sugar Agreement (which is  more
favourable  to  sugar cane producers than any arrangements the  EEC has hitherto
granted  to  its  partners).  It  will  of  course apply  equally  to  other  products
(such as groundnuts from Senegal).
Agreements on tropieal  products  should in  particular  aim at  a better
belance of  supply and demand, at  fixing  profitable  prices  for'producers  and
equitable  prices  for  consumers, at  financing  regulating  stocks when thj-s  is
necessary and at  a programme for  ttre diversification  of  production.
27.  fhe  EEC should give  a commitment in  Santiago to  progressively  reduce and
ultimately  abolish  excise  duties  levied  on tropical  products.  in  the  context
of  its  measures to  approximate Member States'  legislation  on indi-rect  taxa-
tion.  fhe  purpose of  this  study would be to  reduce ercise duties gradual$ Lrntil
they are completely  abolished.
t
'  See also  Section  23 b)  of  the  resolution  of  13 January 1972 of  the  Parlia-
mentary Conference of  the Association  held  at  The Hague (Offj-cia1  Journal,
C 11,  7 February L972) and Section  14 of  the  resolution  adopted on 13 Janu-
ary  1971 by the  Yaound6 Conference  (Officj-al  Journal,  C 13,  10 February 1971).
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protect the appeltation of natural products originatinq  in  the developing
countries. Here the interests of  European consumers coincide with those of
the third  world.
2A.  It  is  extremely difficult  to lay down an agricultural  policy  in  a high-
ly  developed region, since a balance must be struck between social needs and
economic and commercial considerations.
The EEC must stress in  Santiago that  its  agricultural  policy  is  merely
one facet of the process of Community integration:  by contributing to  the
success of  economic integration,  agricuJ-turaI policy  encourages  growth of  the
secondary and tertiary  sectors of  the economy. It  will  eventually ensure
that the European market and the specialized agricultural  markets of  the
developing countries complement each other more satisfactorily.
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29.  On 1 July 197I the Community  implemented its  offer  of generalized pref-
erences for  manufactures and semi-manufactures  from the developing countries.
So far  it  has been followed by Japan (1 August I97I),  Norway (1 October 1971)
and by the United Kingdom, Denmark, Sweden, Finland and New Zealand which
made similar offers  on 1 January L972.  On the same date Hungary and Czecho-
slovakia also offered preferential  tariffs  to certain developing countries.
In order to  share the burden more evenl-y, the EEC should take steps in
Santiago to ensure that generalized preferences are introduced by all  the
developed countries.  Generalized preferences should be granted without dis-
crimination to all  developing countries and linked with the essential guaran-
tees defined at the New Delhi Conference for  the least  advanced countries and
for  those nations which already benefit  frcm regional preferences and would
be adversely affected by implementation of the system of generalized prefer-
ences  .
The European Community should undertake to begin consultations with  a
view to  improving the system of Community preferences brought into  force on
t  T1r. Parliamentary  Conference of the EEC-AASM Association stated in  its
resolution of 13 'January 1972 that  '8.  the EEC should, at a future date,
thoroughly review the impJ-ications of generalized preferences for  the AASI'1,
since these countries have lost  their  exclusive right  to preferential
access to the Corununity market but do not benefit  from the preferential
access to the markets of other industrialized  countries and in particular
the United States, which was to have been granted in return.'
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cerned and the determination of beneficiary countries. fhe Community should
also take a decision to include in  its  preferential  system other processed
and semi-processed agricultural  products, exports of which are of  j-nterest
to the developing countries.
30.  The Lima progratnme calls  for  the creation in  UNCTAD of  an intergovern-
mental body specializing in  the exarnination of non-tariff  barriers  to trade
in manufactured products.  It  therefore seems likely  that the debates  on
manufactured products wil-l  centre on institutional  matters.
T,tre creation of  a new institution  does not appear desirable, since GATT
already offers  a suitable legal  framework for  decisions in this  area-  The
EEC should encourage close cooperation between the international bodies
responsible for  studying non-lariff  barriers;  the work done by GATT could
usefully be supplemented by UNCTAD in respect of the specific problems of
developing countries.
.  Close cooperation sliould be established between  UNCTAD and GATT in
regard to the exchange of information.  Moreover, all  the developing countries
concerned which are not members of  GATT could parLicipate in  the working Par-
ties  of this  organization  which examine problems of non-tariff  barriers-
31.  In regard to manufactured products, the Lima programme raises the prob-
lem of the early reconversion which the industrialized  countries would have
to undertake in  certain industrial  sectors of their  economy so that their  onrn
production in  these sectors could be replaced by imports from the developing
nations.
Awareoftheimportanceofthisproblem,theEuropeanParliamentbe-
lieves that  the European community should undertake to give special attention
to the problems raised by the need for  faster  industrialization  of the third
world in order to bring about a more rational  internalional  division  of
labour bet$reen ttre developing countries and industrialized  nations'
The Conmission
its  memorandum of  18
of the Communities  already stressed this  reguirement in
March I97O on industrial  PoIicY-:
policy on the industrial  development of Europe cannot be defined without due
regard to the need for  a more harmonious distribution  of the world's
wealth.....  In addition to the special effort  it  is  making to assist the
flre industriaL PolicY of the Community, Doc. L5/7O, 21 April  ]-97O' Section
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accept the progressive and orderly transfer of  certai-n industrial  actj-vities
to the developing countries.  It  must take account of this  need when working
out its  long-term plans in  all  fields  and when choosing measures to  accompany
or encourage the necessary improvement of  individual  industries.'
A particularly  valuable contribution to industrial  progress in  the
developing countries could be made by transferring  technical skill-s  to  them
from the industrialized nations. Trhis subject will  be discussed under item
19 of the agenda of the Santiago Conference.
The Community is  certainly  well  placed to gi-ve active assistance in
solving the problems which arise in  this  sector and will  be able to play a
still  more important part after  its  enlargement. Measures to bring about a
massive transfer of new techniques to the developing countries must obviously
be taken under favourable conditions in order to contribute to their  rapid
industrialization.  fhis  also holds good for  the communication to the devel-
oping countries, without obstacles or discrimination  between them, of all
scientific  information  relating  to their  development  needs.
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33.  The elimination  of  tariff  or  other  barriers  to  trade  is  very  often  not
sufficient  to  ensure satisfactory  outlets  for  exports  from the  third  world  on
the markets of  the  developed countries.  In  the  present  situation  of  fierce
conrnercial competition,  sales promotion is  vital-
In  order  to  provide  real  aid  to  the  developing countries,  the  Community
must therefore  lake  steps to  ensure easj-er access to  the  European market for
their  products.  If  the  Conununity is  to  take  effective  steps  in  this  area,
it  could follow  the  pattern  of  measures already  introduced  for  the benefit  of
the Associated African  States  and Madagascar  (specialized  training  of  offi-
cials  in  the  sectors  concerned, market research,  technical  assistance  for
trade  development  services,  aid  for  better  product  standardization,  etc.  ) "
The EEC could also  encourage the  creatj-on  (in  Member States  other  than
cermany and the Netherlands which already  have insti-tutions  of  this  kind)  of
organizations  for  commercial cooperation with  the  developing countries.
Reqional inteqration  of  the  developing counE,r  t_es
33.  As the  Commission  of  the  Communities pointed  out  in  its  memorandum  of
July  1971 on a Community policy  for  development cooperation,  the  European
Comrnunity -  whose economic raison  d'6tre  resides  in  the  fact  that  its  Member
States  are  aware of  the  need for  economic integration  which will  be beneficial
-30- PE 29.428/d6f.to all  the parties concerned - has a special duty to assist the developing
countries in the area of regional cooperation.
The developing countries  could benefit  from the  Community's  own expe-
rience  of  integration  and also  from the  experience j-t  has gained from its
association  with  certain  grouPs of  developing countries,  and in  particular
the AASM. The nultilateral  character  of  the  EEC-AASI'{ Association  has proved
a pohrerful factor  in  encouraging  cooperation between the Associated States,
both  at  the  level  of  the  tB AASM and in  the  context  of  regional  African
groupings.
At  the  Santiago conference,  the  European Community  should therefore
undertake to  support all  measures designed to  foster  cooperation between the
developing countries  and encourage their  regional  integration;  it  should also
give  practical  assistance  to  achieve this  objective  (technical  assistance  for
integration,  preparation  of  studies,  etc. ),  with  particular  reference  to  the
least  advanced countries.
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34.  One impctant  item on the  progranune of  the  UNCTAD conference is  the
asseEsment  of  the  developing countries'  financial  needs and of  the  financial
resources the  developed nations  are  a'ble to  supply.
Aware of  the  importance of  this  problem and of  the  gravity  of  the
present  situation,  the  European Parliament believes  that  the  Community  should
take  steps at  the  Santiago conference to  promote more intensive  public  and
private  efforts  to  provide  financial  aid  for  the  developing countries-
35.  Resolute action  should in  particular  be undertaken  to  increase public
development aid.  In  fact  while  private  aid  is  developing  favourably,  the  si-
tuation  regarding  public  aid  in  the  past  ten years has been disturbing.  The
nominal growth rate  of  public  aid  (on average 3.8 % Per annum) scarcely  makes
good the  falt  in  purchasing power.  Consequently the  flow  of  public  aid  has
been stagnant  in  real  terms for  ten  years while  the  population  of  the  devel-
oping countries  has risen  by  some 30 %.  The true  value  of  public  development
aid  has in  fact  fallen  from $ 3.6  per  capita  in  1961 to  $ 3 in  1970 (at  1961
price  leve1s).
As far  as the  European Community  is  concerned, the  proportion  of  the
GNp which Medber States  devoted to  public  development aid  fell  between 1960
and 1970 except in  the  case of  the Netherlands.  The target  of  earmarking
O.7O % of  the  GNp for  public  aid  which was regularly  exceeded by France up to
1967 has ho longer  been reached by  any Member State  since  1968' as the  follow-
ing  table  shows:
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Belgium FRG France Italy  Netherlands EEC GB USA
1960
1969
I9?0
0.88
o.52
o.48
o.49
0. 35
0. 32
1. 38
0. 69
0. 65
0. 30
0. 17
0. t6
0. 31
0. 55
0. 63
l. 08
0. 53
o.42
0,56  0.45
0.39  0.35
0. 37  0. 31
Ttre EEC Member States should recognize the full  gravity  of this  eitua-
tion  and try  to meet not later than in 1975 the target of allocating  a net annual
total  of 0.7O % of the Gtrlp to the developing countries as aid from the public
sector (the prinary target being a net annual total  of public and private  aid
amounting  to I  % of the GNP). It  would al-so be desirable for  all  the OECD
countries to  coordinate their  aid policies-
36.  At the Santiago conference, the European Community should give a com-
mitment to coordinate the aid provided by its  Member States in  order to pro-
gressively eliminate disparities  in  the structure of this  aid and programme
development  aid under the conmon economic poiicy.
This would accord with the strategy proposed by the EuroFs'111 commission
in  its  memorandum on development aid which also provides for  tl're progressite
removal of ties  on Conmunity aid so that  the beneficiaries could then upe the
i
aid they receive Ln all  Ivlember States.
37.  ttre Eurolran Parliament wishes to  stress once again the need to encour-
age privale  investment in the developing countries by providing suitable
guarantees against non-economic risks.  It  believes that  the Third Session of
IJNCTAD should be ueed as an opportunity to revive l-ong-standing proposals for
an international  system of guarantees  on private  investment'
Inter  r,r at iSqC! _8919!gtY situation
38.  ttre importance which the discussion of monetary problems will  cert.linll'
assume at the Santiago conference  has already been notedl. the main issr're will
be to determine  whether, when the international  monetary system is  reformed on
the basis of  international  liquidities  created by the IMF (special drawitrg
rights),  these rights  can in part be created as a funct.ion of the needs of  the
developing countries.
Ttre Secretary-General of UNCTAD, Mr. Perez-Guerrero, has conrnented ae
follows on this  subject:
'The creation of a link  between special drawing rights  and develolxrent financ-
lng will  pgrhaps make an important contribution to the expansion of world
r  S"e Section 10 of  this  report.
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countries would obviously like  to  achieve an export surplus, it  must be
remembered that the only way for  any devel-oped  nation to  improve its  trade
balance without adversely affecting  the position of other developed nations
is  to  increase the trade surplus of all  the developed nations in relation  to
the rest  of the world;  this  increase is  only possible if  it  is  accompanied
by a corresponding transfer of  financial  resources.
fhe question of a "link"  has therefore become more important than be-
fore.  It  would in  fact  enable national interests to be reconciled  more
easily without infringing  the necessary monetary discipline.  It  would also
help the developing countries to reach the stage of  independent growth more
rapidly.'
Opinions are still  divided on the subject of this  link.  Opponents of
the proposal are afraid that  liquidity  may be created for  reasons foreign to
the problem of  adequate financing for  international  transactions;  this  wottld
disturb the exchange market and create additional inflationary  pressures.
Advocates of the proposal believe,  on the other hand, that the creation of
international  liquidities  could be a satisfactory response to  specifi-c financ-
ing requirements and that  it  is  impossible to maintain a system under which
new liquidities  are of direct benefit  to rich  countries which do not particu-
larly  need them, instead of being directed towards the poorer nations which
urgently require liquid  funds.
39.  The European Parliament believes that  this  matter should be examined
carefully,  as the present monetary situation raises serious problems for  every
country.
Referring to the decisions taken by the Council of the Communities on
13 Septernber 1971, the Parliament considers that the Community  should state
its  readiness at the Santiago conference to participate  in  a reform of  the
internatj-onal monetary system and build,  on the basis of the existing insti -
tutions,  an international monetary and economic order wtrich will  safeguard
the interests of the developing countries.
ILe -ls es! -egYerseg -9evelgpreg countries
40.  The problem of the least  advanced developing countries and land-locked
nations will  certainly  be a key issue at the Third Session of IINCTAD. These
countries which believe, not without good reason, that the results  achieved
so far by IJNCTAD have primarily benefited the more advanced developing coun-
tries,  will  try  to obtain real  advantages from the industrialized  nations this
time.
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of the 25 countries includecl by the responsible UNCTAD bodies in the provi-
sional list  of  least aclvanced cleveloping countries, eight are associated vrith
the EEC under l-he yaound6 Convention' while two, i.e.  Tanzania and Uganda, are
associated under the Arusha Agreement and four other belong to the group of
Commonwealth countries  which are entitled  to  aPPly for  associationz.  fhe
following criteria  have so far been used to define '1east advanced' nations:
per capita cNp not more than $ 1OO, manufacturing industry accounting for  at
most 10 % of the economy and literacy  rate of not more than 20 %.
4I.  In regard to the special measures required for  these countries, the
Santiago Session could produce valuable results.  fhe UNCTAD $ecretariat will
be presenting  'a detailed general progranme of action'  to the Conference. In
addition, this  item on the agenda will  provide the developed nations with the
best opportunity to take positive measures and so offset  the restrictive  atti-
tude they will  certainly  adopt towards a good many other claims put forward
by the croup of  77.
The EEC should give the widest possible backing to  all  measures likely
to contribute  towards a solution cf  the special difficulties  of  these coun-
tries.  fhese measures  may cover exports (sates promotion, product agreements,
generalized  preferences) as well  as regional integration  and financial  and
technical aid.  In addition this  aim can only be achieved with the assistance
of the most advanced developing countries.
Positive  aspects of  EEC action  on development aid t--------
42.  Trhe European Community will  be attending the Santiago conference with  a
great deal to its  credit  in the sphere of development aid.
In the first  place it  ha s undertaken  many commercial policy  programmes
for  the benefit of the third  world.  In major international  tariff  negotia-
tions,  the Community has constantly repeated its  intention of  leaving no stone
unturned in  its  efforts  to reduce barriers  to exports from the developing
countries.  To meet the wishes expressed by these countries during the Kennedy
Round, the Community brought into  force on I  July 1968, before the stipulated
date and without intermediate ptrases, all  the tariff  reductions  granted on a
large number of products which are of particular  interest  to the third  world.
Other tariff  measures were taken by the Community for  certain  sectors of  the
textile  industry and imported craft  products.  Subsequently the Community  took
further  acceleratinq  measures
I  Burundi,  Chad, Dahomey, Mali,  Niger,  Rwanda, Somalia, Upper Volta.
2 Botrr-n.,  Lesotho, Malawi, Western Samoa.
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tariff  headings, in particular  textiles,
16 headings of  particular  interest  to  the  Latin  Amerj-can coun-
As long  ago as 1963, the  Community temporarily  suspended  duty  on tea,
mat6, tropical  timber  and a range of  miscellaneous products,  including  cashew
nuts,  rubber  and certain  spices.  Further  total  or  partial  tariff  suspensions
have been added by the  Community every year.
Commercial policy  measures have been taken by the  Community under trade
agreements negotiated  with  the  developing countries  and relating  in  particular
to  certain  sectors  of  the  textile  industry.  Measures have also been taken for
imported craft  products.  Finally  non-preferential  agreements have been con-
cluded with  the  Lebanon, Yugoslavia,  Iran  and Argentina.
The European Community has taken an active  part  in  progranunes to  imple-
ment the  United Nations  reconunendations on the  stabilization  of  primary  com-
modi-ty prices.  This  action  has been pursued at  different  stages:  during  the
preparation  of  agreements (as is  the  case at  present  for  tea)  and also  dr.rring
their  negotiation  (conferences on cocoa),  management  and renewal  (coffee  and
tin).
The EEC has played a decisive  part  in  introducing  generalized  prefer-
ences for  manufactures  and semi-menufactures  from the  developing countries.
The European Community brought  its  own system of  generalized  preferences  into
force  on 1 July  1971.
43.  The Association between the EEC and the African States and Ivladagascar
-  as an instrument of  authentic partnership in  development  cooperation - has
provided an effective  framework for  economic progress in the Associated States
The attachment  of  these countries  to  the  association  system proves how
admirable the  formula  is;  it  combines the  advantages of  a multilateral  s1's
tem with  those of  institutionalized  cooperation  and regionalism  and has en-
couraged other  African  States  to  conclude special  agreements with  the  Communl-
ty.  In  short  it  now seems to  be the  most up-to-date  and coherent solution  to
the  problems of  development cooperation.
The EEC has also  created  ties  of  cooperati-on with  developing countries
in  the Mediterranean region;  in  this  particular  area European action  to  main-
tain  peace coutd be decisive.  The EEC reaches down to  this  sea and has affini-
ties  of  civilization  with  the Mediterranean countries  resulting  from centuries
of  interaction.  It  provides  45 % of  the  external  market for  the  countries
bordering  on the  lvlediterranean, which has traditionally  been an intensely
active  centre  of  trade.
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engaged since 1968 on major food aid progranmes involving cereals and dairy
products"  Some thirty  developing countrj-es and four international  organiza-
tionsl  have benefited from this  aid-
45.  Finally  the European Conrmunity is  the world's principal  importer of
primary commodities;  iLs trade with the developing countries is  characterized
by an extremely high and constantly growing deficit.  This deficit  makes an
important contribution to the progress of the developing countries'  in that  it
enables them to maintain a high level  of  imports from countries with whj-ch
they have an unfavourable balance of  trade-
Since 1958 EEC imports from the developing countries have risen contin-
uously and substantially:  from $ 6,824m in  1958 they rose to  $ 14,222m in
1969' rePresentinE an annual growth of  7 'L %"  Exports from the EEc to the
developing countries have risen far  less sharply from $ 6,125m to  $ 10 '2I'7m,
corresponding  to an annual increase of 4.5 %.  In other words, the Community's
balance of trade (FOB-FOB) with the developing countries has been constantly
in deficit  since 1962 and the total  cumulative deficit  for  the years 1958 to
1969 amounts to $ 9,600m.
Annex III  to this  report sets out statistics  enabling trade between the
EEC and the third  world to be compared with the figures for  other leading
part-ners in world trade.  In  1969, the EEC had a trade deficit  of  $ 3,906m
with the developing countries, while the United Kingdom had a deficit  of
g l,05Om and the trade balance of the other major industrial  countries was in
surplus (usa I  1,086m, Japan $ 571m, usSR $ 6.6m).
The bulk of  EEC imports from the developing countries consists of pri-
nary conunodities and processed agricultural  products, although their  share of
total- imports has fa11en gradually from 92 % in  1958 to A2 % in  L969.  The
increase in  imports of manufactured goods has been spectacular;  275 % in  12
years (from g 262m to $ 982m). In 1969 these products accounted for  6.9 % of
imports against 3.8 % in  1958.
In the years 1958 to L969, the average annual increase in  EEC imports
from the derreloping countries was 7 .L %.2
r  World Food programme, International  Committee of  the  Red Cross,  UNWRA,
Joint  Church Aid.
t
'  Imports from the Associated African  States  did,  however, rise  at  a slower
rale  (6 %),  thus proving  that  the  Yaound6 Association  does not  have an
adverse effect  on trade  between the  EEC and countries  which are not  asso-
ciated  with  i-t.
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foreign  trade  has certainly  been encouraged by progress towards European in-
tegration  and by economic expansion due to  the  abolition  of  internal  customs
<JrrL.i es,  <.;rc;rtcr frc(id()In ()t  m()vcmer)l- frtr  l-Trc fa(:l-or": of  ptodt:cLi-on,  and;r
better  combination of  these factors  in  the  most approfrriate  forms 6f  1nt11st--
ment.  Tfue accession of  four  new States  to  the  EEC will  impart  a fresh  im-
petus to  this  development.
Non-medber  countries,  and among them the  developing nations,  are bene-
fiting  from this  expansion of  the  European economy.  The third  world  is,  how-
ever,  looking  into  the  Community for  more resolute  action  in  line  with  the
dominant role  it  will  be called  upon to  play  in  world  policy  on development
aid  after  the  enlarqement.
The developing countries  already  view the  Community as a very  real  force
on the world  economic  scene.  It  must therefore  be in  a position  to
assume its  full  responsibility  to  the  third  world  at  the  great  international
encounter in  Santiago de Chile.
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Annex I
Provisional Aqenda of  the flrird  Sessi-on of  the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(Santiago de Ctrile, 13 April  -  19 May L972)
Opening of  the Conference.
Election of  the President.
3. Constitution of the main committees and other session bodies and election
of their  officers.
4.  Election  of  the Vice-Presidents  and Rapporteur.
Credentials  of  representatives  attending  the  Conference:
a)  Constitution  of  the  credentials  committee.
b)  Report of  the  credentials  committee.
Approval of  the  agenda.
General discussion:  statements  by  the heads of  delegations.
Consideration  of  recent  events and long-term  trends  in  world  trade  and
development,  in  the  light  of  the  aims and functions  of  UNCTAD.'
a)  Examination  of  the  implementation of  general  policy  measures for  which
IJNCTAD is  responsible  in  the  context  of  the  international  development
strategy;  implementation of  ITNCTAD recommendations, resolutions  and
other  decisions;  directives  for  the  UNCTAD work progrannme.
b)  !.,leasures to  bring  about wider  agreement on ttre principles  underlying
international  trade  relations  and on trade  policies  to  encouragTe
development.
Impact of  the  regional  economic Aroupings of  developed countries  on
international  trade,  including  trade  with  the  developing counLries.
Trade and economic aspects of  disarmament.
Implications  of  environmental  policies  on trade  and development, wi-th
particular  reference  to  the  developing countries.
Insurance problems.
9. Impact of the present international  monetary situation  on world trade and
development with particular  reference to the developing countries.
10. Examination  of  the  institutional  machinery of  UNCTAD (sections  3O, 31 and
32 of  ceneral  Assembly resolution  (XIX)  1955).
q
6.
7.
B.
c)
r\ Ll
d)
1 Aft"r  the general
to adopt special
c),  d),  €),  etc.
discussion, the Conference may
procedures for  a more detailed
of  this  particular  item.
decide in plenary sitting
examination of  sections b),
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nations.
;:i i.dditicnaJ- spec!e.1 sleasures 'i1't ""cre'h Lhe needs
devel.oPing  coun'{'.i"  i'.i}s .
among the cl', 'r€i': ing
of  the lanc-l'  -'1 
'
,, Promct j-.qrn of  €xPOl r{ 1
: i  .,  r,'-rY Contnouti::-es'
'i.i ;.i-r,,-;faeturei:  and sexfti*iniuufilc+:ures'
;  i.str.r.rv tomnoditiest probLems  and policies:
,.  Access to market'q and pricing  policy,  incJudinE internatiorul'i 1'rrice
s&rtriLizatiorr  measures and nticl-rineryt marketing  and distribution
sYstxe&s for  prirnary comraeldities.
b) C,;titpetitivity  of  nr"r;':r'irl,.l' products'
c) Diversificatj i
i4"  Manufactuj-€+{ ;:nei seroi-manufactures;
a) P]:/ni.r1enees.
l,l  l,ioeralization  of non-tariff  barriers'
c) Assistance for  structural  improvements'
d) Restrictive  trade Practices "
15. FinanciaL resources for  development:
a) Total aid from pubLic and private sources'
b) volume, conditions and terms of aid to the developing countries from
public resources.
Private foreign investment, with special reference to develOpment'
special aspects of  development financing: proposals for  a link  between
sieclal  dr-awing rights  .n& th.  granting of additionaL financial  aid to
tire develoPing countries; additional financing'
trlobilization of  the internal  resources of developing  countries  '
Drain of financial resources from the developing countriesr including
the problem of debt servicing
s)  Tourism.
16. Development of maritime transport; cost of  sea transport;  freight  rates;
code of procedure for maritime conferences'
17. Expansion of trade, eccnomic cooperation and regional integrati'on between
developing countries.
L8. Trade relations betiween countries with different  eqonomic and social
systems.
19. Technlcal assistance with special reference to Council Resolution 74 (x) '
20. Election of members of the Trade and DeveloPment Board.
21. other business.
22. Adoption of the report of ttre conference to the General Assembly.
c)
d)
e)
f)
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Declaration  and Principles
e4bodied in  the Lima Proqranme
'|
(Adopted by the Group of  77- at  the
Second Ministerial  Meeting on
7 November 1971)
Afghanistan, Algeria, Arqentina, Bahrain, Barbados. Bhutan, Bol-ivia,
Botswana, Brazil,  Burmar Burundi, cameroon, central African Republic,
ceylon, Chad, chile,  Colombia,  Congo, costa Rica, cuba, cyprus, Dal'lome)',
Dominican Republic, Egypt, EI Salvador, Equador' Equatorial Guinea,
Ethiopia, Fiji,  Gaboon, Gambia, Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea, Guyana, Hatti,
Honduras, ,tndia, Indonesia, Iranr  lfaer  Ivory coast, .Tamaj-ca. Jordan,
Kenya, Khmer Republic, Kuwait, Laos' Lebanon, Lesotho, Liberia,  Libyan
Arab Repub1ic, Madagascar,  Iv1alawi, Malaysia, Maldive Islands, Mali,
Mauritania, I{auritius,  Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, People's  Republic of  Southern Yemen, Peru,
Philippines, Quatar, Republic of Korea, Republic of Vietnam, Rwanda,
Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Somalia, Sudan, Swaziland,
Syrian Arab Republ-ic, fhailand,  Togo' Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Uganda,
United Republic of Tanzania, Upper Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela,  Yemen,
Yugoslavia, Zafue, zambia.
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JOINT DECI.,ARATION  OF THE
SECOND MINISTERIAL  I4EETING OF THE GROUP OF 77
we, the delegates of  96 developing countries,  whose population  represents
an overwhelming  majority  of  the  human race,  assembled at  the  Second l'linisteri-af
Meeting of  the  Group of  77 in  Lima (Peru),  from 25 October to  7 November L97I'
in  order  to  coordinate  our positions  in  preparation  for  the  third  Session of
the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development which will  be held  in
Santiago de Chile  in  April-May  1972, extend our  thanks to  the  Government and
people of  peru for  their  warm hospitality  and efficient  practical  arrangements
without  which the  successful  outcome of  this  meeting would have been impos-
sible.
We have examined the  Bangkok Declaration  of  the tvtinisterial  Meeting of
the Asian croup,  the Addis Ababa Declaration  of  the Ministerial  Meetinq of
the African  croup and the  Lima Agreement reached at  the Ministerial  Meeting
of  the  Latin  American Group. In  the  light  of  our consideration  of  these
important  documents  and our broad agreement on the  trade  and development
problems of  the modern world,
We wish  to  draw the  attention  of  the  international  community and the
peoples and governments of  the  developed countries  throughout  the world  to:
1.  The Declaration  embodying our  assessment of  the  current  world  situation,
our concept of  international  measures to  accelerate  the  progress of  the
developing countries  and the basic  principles  for  creating  a new structure
of  international  economic relations  founded on a more equitable  and dlznami:c
international  division  of  labour  between the  developed countries  and the
develoPing  nations.
2.  trhe Action  proqranune in  which we have set  out  detailed,  practical  proposals
with  a view to  solving,  through international  cooperation,  the  urgent
problems of  trade  and development so that  our  countries  may ultimateJ-1'
become self-sufficient  and achieve independent growth and gent'rine ecol'Iomrc
independence, thus contributing  to  integrated  expansion of  the rr'orld
economy.
hle are  convinced  that  these aims cannot be achieved without  the  full  and
effective  participation  of  our peoples in  the  processes  and benefits  of
development.
We are conscj-ous of  witnessing  a revolutionary  phase in  world  history
whose significance  is  heightened by the  fact  that  we are meeting here on a
-42- PE  29.42a/Ann.lI'c16f  .continent which is  experiencing a period of  ferment in  its  search for  social
and economic justice.
In the years which have elapsed since the first  meeting of the Group of
77 Ln Algiers,  the process of  social,  economic, technj-cal and political
transformation has moved ahead even more rapidly,  thus conferring a neli/ and
difficult  dimension on the probJ-ems confronting the whole world; it  has
opened unsuspected  horizons for  mankind as hj-s domination of nature and
space has increased.
In a world wtrich has made such prodigious progress in  so short a space
of time, the continued and deteriorating underdevelopment  which is  our
countries' lot,  is  a growing chal-tenge to the international  community. fhis
disturbing situation has been worsened by the gap between the increasingly
strong aspirations  and awakening of our peoples to the benefits of modern
civilization  and the limited  resources at  their  disposal to fulfil  these
aspirations.
Ttris state of affairs  -  the sharp contrast between two worlds which are
geographically so close together yet separated by a gulf  in  their  standards
of living  -  fills  us with anxiety and compels us to take imrnediate  action in
order to lead our peoples on to higher levels of  social justice  and human
dignity.  We have been keenly disappointed  by the shortcomings  of international
cooperation. ftris  cooperation has weakened steadily in  recent years; in  our
opinion the world has now reached a serious situation which is  most eloquently
reflected in  the crisis  of  the international  monetary system and the reappear-
ance of protectionist  poLicies which isolate markets at the very time when we
are entitled  to count on easier access to  them.
The hopes which inspired us when we adopted the Charter of Algiers in
1967 have been thwarted.  Once again we must draw the attention of world public
opinion to the facts,  figures,  arguments and programmes. We are convinced  that
statesmen in  the developed countries will-  then understand  our problems more
fully  and show the necessary political  will  to strengthen international
cooperation which is  a prerequisite not only for  success of efforts  to raise
the standard of  living  of the overwhelming majority of mankind but also to
achieve progress and prosperity for  all  peoples. Abject poverty cannot
continue to coexist indefinitely  with great wealth in  the modern world.
At our second meeting, we have reinforced the unity and sense of  common
purpose of  the Group of  77 as an instrument for  creati-ng a more rational  and
equitable structure of  international  trade and strengthening the peoples of
the deveLoping countries in  their  belief  that  thelr are capable of organizing
their  own economic and social progress.
-43- PE 29.428/Ann.tt/d6t.Regardless of  all  the  adverse circumstances,  we reaffirm  our  conmon
faith  in  international  cooperation  for  development  as set  down in  the
Charter of  the United Nations  and reflected  in  UNCTAD as the  principal
United Nations,  agency responsible  for  trade  and development.  We wish  to  put
on record  our conviction  that  the  forttrcoming Third  Session of  the United
Nations Conference  on Trade and Development to  be held  in  Santiago de Chile
in  April-tvtay L972, will  provide  a new opportunity  for  the  developing  count-
ries  and developed nations  of  the  whole world  to  make a joint  and determined
effort  to  effectively  redress  the unfavourable  situation  in  which the  deveJ-op-
ing  countries  are at  present  placed.  We therefore  belj-eve that  the  joint
expression by the  representatives  of  an overwhelming majority  of  the  human
race of  the hopes and aspirations  shared by all  mankind, will  do much to
elicit  a favourable  response from the  international  community and in  parti-
cular  from the peoples and governments  of  the  developed nations.
Final1y,  we extend our  thanks to  the  President  of  the  Second Ministerial
Meeting,  General Edgardo Mercado Jarrin,  for  the  impartial  and efficient  r*ay
in  which he has guided the  proceedings of  this  historic  meeting.
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DECI.ARATION
At their  second meeting in  Lima
Ministers of the GrouP of  77,
from 28 October to  7 November 1971, the
SHARING A DESIRE:
To coordinate ,ttre positions of  the developing countries on measures to
be taken by the international  community to bring about further  economic and
social progress of  the developj-ng countries, in particular  through action at
the Third Session of  the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development'
To work out methods of  reviewing implementation of the general policy
measures vftich have already been agreed and creating new areas of under-
standing against the dynamic background of the international  development
strategy, and lay down new concepts, principles  and measures to foster j'nter-
national development cooperation,
To make sure that the reast advanced among the developing countries and
the land-locked nations are able to benefit  futly  and equitably from inter-
national economic measures,
To invite  the international  community to take urgent action to meet the
development  needs of the developing countries and 1lelp these cottntries to
attain  a faster rate of  economic growth and substantially  iurprorre tl]t-
standard of  living  of their  peoples,
TostrengthentheunityandsenseofcommonpurposeoftheGroupofTT
as the primary means of  endowing international  economic relations with a more
rational  and equitable structure and giving the developing countries confi iencer
in  their  ability  to organize their  own economic and social progress and so
achieve fuIl  economic  independence,
A
Reaffirm the principles  and aims laid  down in  the charter of Algiers
which remains fully  valid  and must continue to guide efforts  to bring about
international  cooPeration ;
Recognize that the interests  and problems of  the developing countries in
different  parts of  the world are basically  identical  and that it  is  vitally
important for  these countries to maintain and consolidate their  unity  and
-45- PE 29 .428/Ann.rr/def  'scnse of  corunon purpose to defend their  joint  interests  and find  equitable
solutions to their  problems without further  delay;
SLress the fact  that this  unity must be based on a fair  division  between
all  the regions and Member States of the Group of  77 of  the rights  and
obligations  as well as the benefits which flow from measures of  economic
cooperation  taken to promote economic and social development;
B
After  surveying the world trade and economic situation  with particular
reference to the developing countries, after  assessing and critically  analyz-
ing the policies pursued since their  first  meeting in Algiers in October L967,
in the light  of the fact  that the aims embodied in  the Charter of Algiers
have either not been met or only partially  achieved, and after  defining their
own needs with reference to the aims, t.argets and measures laid  down in  the
international development  strategy for  the Second United Nations Development
Decade,
CONSIDER IT TIIEIR DUTY:
To call  the attention of the international  community and the peoples and
governments of the devel-oped  countries to the following facts:
a) The standard of living  of hundreds of millions of human beings in  the
developing countries is  extremely low and can only be raised to a level
compatible with human dignity  through dedicated international  cooperation,
contributing to the creation of conditions of  stability  and welfare for  all
mankind;
b) In spite of the general improvement  in  international  trade and in  the
world economy as a whole, the relative  position of the developing countries
continues to deteriorate:
i)  whereas per capita income rose by more than $ 650 in  the developed
countries in  the decade from 1960 to 1969, it  increased by only
about $ 40 in  the developing nations;
ii)  the developing nations'  share of world exports fell  from 21.3 ?a in
1960 to  L7 .6 % in  1970;
iii)  their  debts are rising  at a disturbing rate and reactred almost
$ 60,000m at the end of  1969;
iv)  financial  assistance granted by the developed countries to the
developing nations is  falling  both in  percentage terms and in
relation  to gross national product; the proportion of public
-46- PE 29.428/Ann.II/d6t.capital  in  the total  volume of  aid  j-s also  declining;
v)  the  technology gap between the  developed and developing coLrntries
is  constantly  widening;
c)  The present  international  monetary crisis  arrd the  strotrqer  pl:otL-(-t-
ionist  measures taken by the  developed nations  imperil  the vital  interests
of  the  developing countries  in  the  spheres of  trade  and development,  and
threaten  the very  foundations  of  international  economic cooperation  on the
eve of  the  Second United Nations  Development Decade;
d)  1(he gap between standards of  living  in  the  developed and developing
countries  has widened under the  influence  of  all  these unfavourable  trends;
since  the Algiers  Conference in  L967, the  poor countries  have become
relatively  poorer while  the  rich  nations  have grown richer;
CONVINCED TiIAT:
fhe  primary  causes of  the  low rate  of  economic arowth in  the  derreloping
countries  are:
The contradictions  inherent  in  the  present  structure  of  j-nternational
trade  relations  based on an anachronous  and irrational  international  divisron
of  labour  which no longer  meets the  requirements of  the world  economy and
inhibits  ttre progress of  Lhe developing countries;
T'he inability  of  the  developed countries  to  adopt monetary and commercj-al
policies  which accord ful1y  with  the  needs and interests  of  ttre developincl
countries  in  the  sphere of  development and the  lacli  of  a polit-ical  r''i11 orr
the part  of  governments  of  tir.e developed natj.ons to  rneet thc'ccrtturit.ntetrl-s  tt'
which they have subscribed in  UNCTAD and other  internat-ional  organizatlilrs'
fhe  maintenance of  certain  undesirable  trends  and policies  such as the
armamencs race,  colonj-alism,  racial  discrimination,  apartheid,  the  occupation
of  territories  belonging  to  other  States  and in  general  all  forms of  subject-
ion which are  likety  to  aggravate economic and social  underdevelopment;
D
NOTWITHSTANDING THE ABOVE  OBSERVATIONS,
Reaffirm  their  faith  in  internat,ional  development cooperat.ion  and
express their  conviction  that  the  Ttrird  Session of  UIiCTAD to  be held  at
Santiago de Chile  in  AprJ-I-May L972, will  provide  a ne\v opporturrity  for
-47- I'IJ 29".1:8,'Ann-I1  c1e: tresolute, collective  efforts  to effectively  redress the unfavourable
situation at present facing the developing countries;
Recall that,  in  adopting the international  development strategy for  che
Second United Nations Development Decade the governments  of  the developed and
developing countries reaffirmed their  joint  and unflinching will  to  seek a
better  and more efficient  system of  international  cooPeration in order to
create a more equitable and rational  economic and social world order in which
existing disparities  could be eliminated and prosperity ensured for  all  man-
kind;
Believe that the concerted expression of hopes and aspirations shared
by Ministers representing an overwhelming majority of the human race should
el-icit  a more favourable response, which has long been awaited, from t}e
international community and in particular  from the peoples and governments
of the develoPed countries;
STRESS THE FOLI,OWING POINTS:
The developing countries must themselves bear primary responsibility  for
their  own economic development;  they are therefore firmly  resolved to  take
all  possible steps to solve their  problemsr to carry out the necessary
reform of their  economic and social structures, to mobilize all  their  basic
resources and to ensure that their  peoples participate  in  the process and
advantages  of  develoPment;
Cooperation  between the developing countries must be encouraged, so that
each nation can contribute to the economic and social progress of  the others
through effective  use of their  complementary  resources in  the light  of  tlreir
individual  requirementsi
Ttre international  community must fulfil  its  obligation to establish a
more equitable economic and social order throughout  the world by implementing
an appropriate plan of action within  a fixed time limit;  for  this  purpose the
developed countries should pursue favourable economic and trade policies  and
increase their  financial  assistance to ensure that ttre aims and targets laid
down in the international  strategy for  develoPment can be achieved;
-44- P829.Az]/Ann,Ir,/d6fREAFFIRM:
The vital  part uNcTAD must play in  the sphere of trade and development
by studying and assessing progress towards implementation of the international
strategy for  development in  the sectors for which it  is  responsible'  seeking
ne\^, agreements, broadening existing areas of  agreement, working out new
concepts and endeavouring to bring about implementation of the additional
measures stipulated in  the international  development stsrategy  t
URGENTLYCALLUPONTHEINTERNATIONALCOMIVIUNIT]r:
To use existing  international  machinery to bring about a rapid trans-
formation of the world economic order in particular  in  the spheres of  trade,
finance, shipping, invisibles  and technology by the following  means:
a) Ttre creation of a more rational  international  division  of  labottr by
making ttre necessary structural  adaptations to the economies of the developed
countries in  order to enable the developing nations to diversify  their
economies, gain wider access for  their  products to the markets of  the
developed countries and so accelerate  economic arowth in  the countries of  the
third  world. fhe developed countries should therefore adopt and implement
specific  conversion prograrnmes including early adaptations of their  production
structure t
b)  Tfhe adhesion of  the developed countries to certain basic principles
of  international  trade and develbpment,  such as:
Strict  observance of the status quo in  regard to tariff  and non-tariff
barriers;  the granting of trade concessions  to all  developing countries t''ith-
out reciprocal arrangements; the introduction of preferential  arrangelrellts
covering aII  aspects of  trade and development for  the benefit of the develop-
ing countries;
Recognition of  the fact  that every country has a sovereigfn right  to dis-
pose freely  of  its  natural resources in  the interest  of the economic develop-
ment and well-being of  its  people; all  external political  or economic measures
or pressure likely  to interfere  with the exercise of this  right  are a flagrant
violation  of the principles of  self-determination and non-intervention embo-
died in  the Charter of  the United Nations and may constitute a threat to
international  Peace and securitY;
-  49 -  PE 2-9 .428 /Ann 'rI /def 'Implementation  by the  international  community of  the  prograrune of
special  measures to  assist  the  least  advanced among' the  developing countries
and land-locked  nations  so as to  enable them to  derive  full  and equitable
benefit  from the  Second United Nations  Development Decade;
fhe  responsibility  of  the  international  community to  eliminate
barriers  to  growth and development  of  the  countries  of  the  third  world  and
so contribute  to  a world  economic order  which will  encourage proqress,
prosperity  and the  achievement  of  collective  economic  security;
Full  participation  by the  developing countries,  under conditions  of
equality  with  the  other  members of  the  international  community, in  all
consultations  and decisions  leading  up to  reform of  the world  monetary and
trade  system; the  developed nations  should refrain  from taking  unilateral
decisions  which might directly  or  indirectly  affect  the  social  and economic
development of  the  countries  of  the  third  world;
1(he promotion of  massive technological  aid  to  the  developing  countries
under favourabl-e conditions  in  order  to  contribute  to  their  rapid  industria-
lization,  and the  communication to  the  developing nations  without  restrictions
of  discrimination  between individual  countries,  of  all  scientific  and tech-
nical  information  relating  to  their  development  needs;
Ttre participation  by the  developing countries  on an increasing  and sub-
stantial  scale  in  all  invisible  operations  relating  to  their  foreign  trade,
in  particular  shipping  and insurance;
.1rhe assurance that.  in  solving  their  balance of  payments difficulties,
the  developed countries  will  observe the  principles  of  internatj-onal  economic
cooperation  and fulfil  the undertakings  they have gi-ven;
Recognition by thd  developed countries  of  the  fact  that  the  developing
nations  are entitled  to  dispose of  the  resources of  the  sea within  the
limits  of  their  national  jurisdiction,  with  particular  reference  to  the
development  needs and well-being  of  their  peoples;  they must be allowed  to
share in  the  considerable  advantages  which may accrLle from internationaf
manaqement of  the  resources of  the  sea bed and its  underlying  strata  bet'oud
the  limits  of  national  jurisdiction;  special  provision  must be made for  the
needs of  land-Iocked  countries;
Recognition of  the  relationship  between environmental problems and
development  and of  the  need for  the  developed countries  to  take  into  account
the  development needs of  the  countries  of  the  third  wofld  when they  adopt
environmental policies  and pollution  control  measures in  order  to  ensure that
the  economy of  these countries  is  not  unfavourably  affected;
-50- PE 29 -428/Ann.II/d6tTlle utilization,  to  promote economic and social  progress in  the
developing countries,  of  a substantial  proportion  of  the  savings which would
result  from progressive  measures to  bring  about general  and complete dis-
armament.
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IV.  Effects of the reqional economic qroupinqs of developad countrres
internatio
The regional groups of Africa,  Asia and Latin America expressed their
views as follows:
AFRICAN  GROUP
fLre regional groupings of devel-oped countries should define eornmer-
cial  and industrial  policies  conducive to the promotion of trade with all  the
developing countries in  accorilance with paragraph E3 of Annex 9 of the Charter
of Algiers.
In the implementation of  such policies,  account should be taken of the
other relevant provisions of the said charterrparticularly  paragraph  A2-C
- which stipulates that the abolition  of preferences  means that  the developed
countries must grant  equivalent benefits to the countries enjoying these
preferences -  and paragraph 8.1g. wtrich reads: 'Ttre new system of generalized
preferences should provide benefits that  are at least equivalent for  the
developing countries enjoying preferences in  some developed countries so that
they can accept the suspension of the preferences at Present granted to their
manufactures and semi-manfactures. From the beginning the system of generalized
preferences must incl-ude provisions to the effect  that the devel-oped  countries
wil-I redress any unfavourable situation  these developing countries suffer  frcrn
as a result  of the introduction of the general system of preferences ' '
ASIAN  GROUP
Recalls the ninth general principle  according to which 'the  developed
countries participating  in regional economic aroupings must do everything in
their  power to  avoid their  economic integration having a harmful effect  on
or being prejudicial  to the growth in their  imports from third  countries  and
particul-arly from the developing countries, individuatly  or collectively''
which was adopted at the !'irst  Session of the Conference and unantmously
supported by the developing countries;
RecaIIs too ttre passage in the charter of Algiers stating that:
'a) the regional economic aroupings of  devel-oped countries should
refrain  from any discrimination  against the developing countries  as
regards their  e><ports of manufactures, semi-manufactures  and primary
-52- PE 29 .428/Ann.It/d€f  .cgrunodities, particul.arly  agricultural  products from the temperate
and tropical  zorres;
b)
c)
the enlargement of these groupings should not
discriminatory measures that  may obtain;
the regional economic aroupings of  developed
measures to provide the developing countries
to markets for  their  exports.'
increase the extent of
countries should take
with a readier access
Noteg that,  at their  meeting at Addis Ababa from 8 to  14 October 197I,
the African l,linisters reaffirmed 'the principles  contained in the Charter of
Algiers rthich \das conceived to constitute a framework for refl-ection and a
line  of  action in the very long term and propose the essential elements of
true and sincere international  cooperation,'
Declares that:
I.  Iiltightening their  regional economic aroupings, the developed countries
have pursued policies  wtrich have had unfavourable repercussions on the
trade and development  of the developing countries. The developing corll1-
tries  pressed the developed countries to treat  them no less favoutrabl.1,
than they treat  each other within their  regional groupings, The developing
countries consider that the regional groupings of  developed countries
should promote rational,  outward-looking indust,rial and commercial poli-
cies and avoid unduly prejudicing the commercial interests of third
countries, particularly  the developing countries. Account has not yet
been talcen of the interests of most of the Asian developing countries
during the course of the developments leading to  an enlargement of the
European integration movement. In their  regional groupings the developed
countries should together assume obligations  by adopting the following
measures:
a) a progranme providing, within  specific  time-l-imits, better conditions
of  access to their  markets for products from al-l developing countries;
b) nachinery for  safeguarding the interests of  all  the developing countries
in the course of  any enlargement or ti$rtening of their  regional groupings;
c)  a commercial policy  towards the developing countries wtrich does not
involve discrimination and is  based on the principle  of non-reciproclty;
il)  in  constituting  new regional groupings and j.n consolj-dating and enlarging
existing  ones , they should take care to  avoid these groupings, having
unfavourable  affects on the economies of the Asian developing countries,
in  complianee with the'status  quo' principle  accepted by the internatioral
conununity;
-53- Pg 29.428/Ann.n/A€f  .e) inthelr financial  assistance policy'  theY
econonic considerations in  favour of  all
regions these countries maY be in'
should be guided bY rational
developlng countries whatever
2.Everytimethatthepolicyofaregionaleconomicgroupingofdeveloped
countriest}rreatenstheinterestsofthedevelopingcountrieElt}re
secretar.j/-General  of uNCTAD should organize consultations between ttre
countries concerned.
SOME LATIN AI'{ERICAI{ COUNTRIES
TheregionalgroupingsofdevelopedcountriesintheProcesaofenlarge-
ment strould adopt fair,  outward-looking industrial  and commercial policies
governed by the principle  of preferential  treatment without reciprocity  and
without dllscrimination  towards all  developing countries so as to  safeguard
the interestE of these countries'
on this  subject, bearing in mind the negative affects that this  process
of enlargenent courd have on the international  markets of the primary conrmo-
ditles  of vital  interest to the developing countries, the developed countries
Ehould, if  they trave not already done so, subscribe to existing  international
agreements on primary commodities'
-54- PE 29 .428/Arrn.tT/def .Annex III
STATISTICAL  DATA
on
trade between the maior industrialized  countries (EEC, United 
1
Kinodom, united states, J'apan, ussR) and the developinq nations-
I  so,rr..:  Statistical  office  of the European Communities.
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PE 29 .428/Ann.TII/def .b)  AI{ALYSIS  FOR 1969  (in $ 1,000)
EUROPEAN  ECONOI"IIC  COWUN{:r
Developing  countrj-es
including  AASI4
United  Kingdom
USA
Japan
East European countries
Developing  countries
including  AASM
EEC
USA
Japan
East European countries
Developing  countries
including  AASM
EEC
United Kingdom
Japan
East European countries
Imports
L4,223r89O
L,7L7,453
3, 588,436
7 ,328,382
889,422
2 ,45L, 399
UNITED KINGDOM
Th^^r+e lfrrvvr  vv
5,0OO,724
]-3o,779
3, B3Br 693
2,667 , L85
25O,545
796,578
I]NITED S1IATUS OF AMERICA
Imports
9 , 36L,227
17 3, 113
5,800,158
2,l-2O,57O
4, Bgg, 330
L95.458
Exports
ro ,2L7 ,566
L, LL7 ,142
3,366,969
5, 958, 3oo
739,96'7
2, 698, 3L2
Exports
3,951 , L57
74,O74
3 , 366,493
2 , A79 ,542
296, OLg
543,9O9
Exports
L0,447,7L'l
r23,1BL
6,669 , O6L
L,969 ,927
3,426,652
248,O78
-  3t PE 29 . 428/Ann.III /d6t  .Developing countries
including  AASM
EEC
United  Kingdom
USA
East European countries
JAPAI.]
Imports
6,2L5 ,296
I l,  J3+
82O,549
330,38r
4,093,774
574,825
Exports
6,1 86, O 32
'7'7,934
968,309
348,460
5,016,965
341,836
SOVIET UNION
Developing countries
EEC
United  Kingdom
USA
Japan
East European countries
Imports
r,o49,7OO
L,r55,544
240,33L
Lr6,777
263,775
6,011,385
Exports
l,056, 35r
857,436
426,882
VV 
' 
JJJ
356,996
6, Lgg, L62
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Annex IV
Nation
ed on 16 I97
1rhe General AssemblY,
Recalligq its  following resolutions:
a) Resolution 2570 (XXIV) of  13 December 1969, in which it  suggested that the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development  should examine' at its
lltrird sesaion, meang of applying the measurea agreed in the framework of
the permanent machinery  and seek nevt areas of  agreement in the dynamic
context of the second united Nations Development Decade,
b) Resolution 2626 ()Ory) of  24 October 1970, in which it  procJ-aimed  the
eecond united Nations Development Decade and adopted the international
develoSxnent  Etrategy under which the governments  subscribed to the aims
of the Decade and decided to take the steps necesaary to achieve these
aims,
c) Reeoluthon 2725 ()Off) of  15 December 1970, in which it  drer,v the attention
of the Ttrird Seesion of the Conference, in  the context of  its  appointed
tasks and role  in regard to  implementat.ion of the international  develop-
ment strategy, to the importance of3
i)  exarnining progress made towards implementation of the agreed measures'
ii)  reaching an agreemenL formulated in more precise terms on matters
which have not been ful1Y settled,
iii)  seeking new areas of  agreement  and broadening existing  agreements'
iv)  developing nelr concepts and seeking agreement on additional measures,
Recalling also its  foltowing resolutions
NotinqResolutionSl(xI)adoPtedbytheTradeandDeveloPmentBoard,
on 17 September 1971, in which the Board reaffirmed the responsibility  of the
united Nations conference on Trade and Development for  examining and evaluat-
ing the international  developrnent  strategy and called upon the Conference to
-59- PE 29.428/Ann.Iv/def.consider' at its  fhird  Session, appropriate procedures  and machinery for
examining and evaluati-ng the aims and general policy measures of the strategy
in the areaa for which it  is  reeponsible'
After  examininq the annual rePort
for  the period from 14 October 1970 to
of the Trade and DeveloPment Board
21 September l97I'
Notinq with deep concern that the present international  monetary crisis
and the tendency to  increase Protectionism are liable  to threaten the founda-
tions of international cooperation at the beginning of the second united
Nations Development Decade and jeopardj-ze the vital  trade and develoPment
interests of the developing countries,
Believinq that the Third session of the united Nations conference on
Trade and Development will  provide a new opportunity for  collective  and
resolute efforts  to effectively  redress ttre unfavourable situation  in which
the developing countries now find  themselves,
Notinq with interest  the Declaration and principles  embodied in  t'he
action prograrune adopted in Lima by the second Ministerial  Meeting of  the
Group of 77 developing countries and subsequently presented to the 25th
sessj-on of the GeneraL Assembly, setting out Practical proposals on the
various problems to be considered by the Third session of the united Nations
Conference on Trade and Development,
I.  Notes with satisfaction the report of the Trade and Development Board for
the period from 14 october 1970 to  21 September 1971, in particular  the
decisions taken by the Board at its  llth  session relating  to various
aspects of the PreParatory work of the fhird  session of the united Nations
conference on Trade and Development and approves the programme of work
drawn up by the Board at  its  llth  Session;
Z. @  of the Chilean Government to hold the trhird
session of the united Nations conference on Trade and Development  in
Santiago from 11 April  to 19 May L972;
3. Urqently calls  upon the l,lember States to pursue active preparations  for
the Third Session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment and do all  in their  power to ensure the success of this  conferencei
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for  this  purpose they shoul-d carefully  study the declaration and principles
embodied in the action programme adopted in Lima by the Second Ministerial
Irleeting of the Group of  77 developing countries, setting out detailed
practical  proposals put forward by other countries or groups of countries,
aimed at solving through international  cooperation the urgent problems
which arise in the sphere of trade and development for  the developing
nations;
Al_so urqentlv call-s upon the United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop
ment to  adopb detailed progranmes of  action at its  fhird  Session, laying
down special measures to assist both the least  advanced among the develop-
ing countries and the land-locked developing countries;
Expresses the opinion that the conclusion, at the earliest  possible date,
of  an international  cocoa agreement would be of great importance and would
contribute to the success of the fhird  United Nations Conference on Trade
and Developrnent, as stated by the Trade and DeveloPment Board in  its  Reso-
lution  85 (XI) of  2O September 197I;
5.
6. Urqently calls
to  examine at
regard to  the
economic  and
Resol-ution  15
upon the  United
,j 
---:^ its  Ttrird Session
Nations  Conference on Trade and Development
progress made since  its  Second Session in
promotion of  trade  relations  between countri-es with  different
social  sysfems, in  accordance  with  the  spirit  of  conference
(rI),  ado$ted on 25 March 1968;
7. AIso urqently  calls  upon the  United Nations  Conference on Trade and Devel-
opment, at  its  fhird  Session:
a)  to  appeal to  all  countries  which have not  already  done so,  to  implement
their  offers  of  generalized  preferences  for  the  developing nations;
b)  to  continue  dynamic efforts  to  bring  about further  improvements  in  the
provisions  on preferences  in  the  light  of  the  concerted conclusions  set
out  in  the  annex to  Decision  75  (S-IV)  taken by the  Trade and Develop-
ment Board on 13 October Lg7O, with  particular  reference  to  the  conclu-
sion  that  the  interests  of  those developing countries  which,  as a result
of  implementation of  the  system of  generalized  preferenceq will  be
sharing with  other  developing countries  the  tariff  advantages from wl'rich
they  already benefit,  must not be jeopardized;
Calls  upon the  Secretary4eneral  of  the  United Nations  Conference on Trade
and Development to  embark upon nevr consultations  with  the  governments of
ltlember States  of  the  Conference and with  appropriate  international  organi-
zations  in  order  to  contribute  to  the  success of  the  Conference,
8.
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II
Aqrees that the united Nations conference on Trade and Development  should
undertake at its  ftrird  session, an overall  assessment of  its  j-nstitutional
arrangements  in order to  improve the effectiveness of  its  action and
strengthen its  role  as a body responsible for  promoting measures -  if
necessary in cooperation with other competent agencies of  the United
Nations Organization - concerning the negotiation  and adoption of multi-
lateral  trade instruments, bearing in mind the fact  that the task of  nego-
tiation  -  including the search for  solutions followed by consultations and
agreements -  is  a single entity,  and having due regard to the adequacy of
the existing negotiating bodies and to the need to  avoid duplication of
their  activities,  thus enabling the Conference to meet its  basic aims as
set down in General Assembly Resolution 1995 (XIx);
Reaffirms the importance of UNCTAD's role  in  examining  and assessing pro-
gress made towards implementation of the international  develoPment  strate-
gy, in  its  area of responsibility,  and the need to  find  new areas of  agree-
ment and broaden existing  agreements as well  as to prePare new concepts and
seek agreement on additional measures of the kind envisaged in  the strate-
gv,
Invites the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development at  its
third  Session to:
lay  down broad guidelines  enabling  the  Trade and DeveloPment Board to
finalize  approPriate  procedures and machinery  in  order  to  define  and
constantly  reaPpraise the key indicators  and other  data necessary to
evaluate  progress made towards implementation of  the  general  policy
measures for  whieh the  Conference j-s responsible;
make sure that  the  institutional  machinery of  the  Conference is  directed
entirely  towards implementation of  the  relevant  components of  the  inter-
national  development  strategy  and in  particular  to  encouragle for  this
purpose consultations  aimed at  enabling  Member States  to  contribute  more
fully  and effectively  to  ttre  achievement of  the  aims and objectives  set
out  in  the  strategy;
envisage reform of  the basic  provisions  laid  dovnr in  General Assembll'
Resolution  1995 (X!)() in  order  to  encourage further  development of  the
permanent machinery and working methods of  the  Conference wiLh a view
to  increasing  its  efficiencY;
2.
a)
b)
c)
-62- PE 29.42a/Ann.Iv/def.Decidee to examine, as a matter
results  of the trhird Session of
Development.
III
of urgent PrioritY,
the United Nations
at its  27th Session the
Conference on Trade and
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63-64Opinion of  the Comnittee on Relations  ttith  African  States
and I'tadasascar
Draftsman: Mr. Ludruig Fellermaier
On l1 October L97I, the Bureau of the European Parliament asked the
Cmrsrittee on Relations with African States and Madagascar to draw up an opi-
nion for  the Courunittee on External Trade Relations on the Third Session of
the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development-
On 19 November l97L the Consnittee  on Relations with African States and
Itadagascar appointed !,tr. FelLermaier draftsman.
At its  meeting on 3 llarcln l97Z the Corunittee examined this  Q>inion which
it  adopted by 11 votes to  1.
The foll,ot^tinq were present:  !lr.  Achenbach,  Chairman
l,!r. Fellermaier, Vice-Chairman  and
Rapporteur for  the OPinion
I{r.  Dewul-f, Vice-Chairman
tilr. Armengaud,  Mr  Berkhouwer (deputizing
for t'tiss Flesch), Mr. Briot,  llr.  Co1in,
Dir. Irtommersteeg (deputizing for Mr. Aigner),
l,!r. Gtinne, Mr. Schuijt,  Mr. Seefeld  and
Mrs. Iotti.
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l.  The European Economic  community is  ful1y  aware of the worldwide develop-
ment problems confronting the united Nations conference on Trade and Develop-
ment.  It  lost  no oPportunity to  stress this  fact  at the first  conference in
Geneva in  1964, and at ttre secOnd conference on Trade and Development held in
New Delhi in  L958. Since then the community has not slackened its  efforts  to
coordinate its  action, subject to certain conditions' with  that of the other
^.--!-.:^- ih ^rAar  :conomic situation  of  the industria}izedcountriesinord'ertoimprovethee
developing countries.
Chapter I
Madaqascar
2.  Although the community is  aware of its  world responsibilities'  its  spe-
cificcommitmentgtothelEAssociatedAfricanStatesandMadagascarunderthe
yaound6 convention must not be forgotten.  The community will  actively  parti-
cipate in the efforts  undertaken at the uNcTAD session to  assist all  the de-
veloping countries in  so far  as the recommendations made to  this  Conference
do not encroach upon the benefits resulting  from the Yaound6 convention'
3.  Attention must be drawn once again to the fact  that  the association
agreement signed between the EEC and AASM does not exclude other developing
countlies.  The community has signed association agreements with Tunisia and
Morocco. other agreements trave been concruded or are being negotiated with  a
number of Mediterranean countries.  The association agreement with the East
;;;t.""  statesl  came into  force on 1 Janu ary L97L2 '  rn addition negotiations
are nohr being conducted with a view to the accession of Mauritius to  the
second yaoundd convention3. The EEc has also signified  its  readiness to  open
negotiations on the association of the Commonwealth  countries once the Commu-
nity  has been enlarged.
4.  Since this  special form of develoPment aid and in particular  ttre asso-
ciation with the African states and Madagascar  has recently been strongly
criticized  by UNCTAD, the United States and certain developing  countries'  a
real willingness to participate  in  an international  development policy must
once again be shown by the Community at the Santiago Conference '  But the Com-
munity must also stress the legitimacy of its  justified  commitments to  the
Associated African States and Ivladagascar. Obligations to  the AASM must always
I
z
3
Kenya, Uganda, Tanzanl-a
Official  Journal  L  282, 28 December
See Seefeld RePort, Doc. 2LL/7I,  t6
L97O, page I  et  seq.
December 197I
-66- PE 29 .42g/d.6f .take priority.  This was affirmed in  considerable detail  in  the resolutions
'|
of the three last  parliamentary conferences- '
Chapter fI
Conference on Trade and Development wiLl  centre
a)  the development  of commercial policv
5.  In regard to the development  of trade within  the Association between
the community and the African states and t'ladagascar, statistics  for  1970 shovr
that in  spite of  a high growth rate,  the expansion of trade was less dynamic
that in  1g69 and 1969. While the value of  imports to the community from the
AASM rose by 17 .L% i^  1969 over the previous year, this  increase had fallen
to 8/" in  1970. Preliminary statistics  for  1971 suggest that  the downward
trend has been strengthened.  From January to June 1971, imports by the EEC
countries from the AAS![ were 189/" belonr the level  reached in  the same period
of the previous year, while exPorts from the community to the AASM increased
vy s%2. In cqnparison, exports from all  the developing countries to
I
the CommunitY  rose bY 13% (Asia and other African countries  16%,
Latin America l3%).  It  should, however, be noted that the gain recorded by
the two groups of countries from which exports are rising  (lliddle East and
other African countries) is  essentialJ-y  due to  irnports by the Community of
mineral oil  originating  in Libya, Algeria and the petroleum producing coun:
tries  in  the Middle East.
6.  The maintenance,  through the Yaound6 convention, of  these currents of
trade and privileged relations  is  vitally  important to the 18 Associated
States.  The Community has good reason to  attend the Santiago Conference with
a clear conscience. with the  exception of Gabon and the Ivory coast' the
Associated African States and Madagascar are anong the poorest developlng
countries. It  is  easy tO shor^r that the associatlon with these states has not
harmed trade bet\^/een the EEC and the other developing countries; in particu-
lar  it  has not changed the current of trade to the detriment of the Latin
American countri-es and other African states.  Trhe EEC remains the main and
highly dynamic market for  products of the third  world.  Imports by the EEC
Hamburg  ]-g7O, Official  ,Journal, c 15, 5 February 1970
Yaound6 Lg7L, Official  Journal, c 13, IO February 1971
Ttre Hague 1972, Official  ,Journal, C 11, 7 February 1972
statistical  office  of the EuroPean communities. External trade'
I"lonthly statistics,  No. 9 '  9/197L
-67  - PE 29.428/d6f.frour all  the developing countries and territories  rose by 233 % in  the years
1958 to  1970 while its  exports to the third  world rose lry onLy L84 %I '
Since its  foundation,  ttre Community's trade with the third  world ?ras always
been heavily in deficit;  the accumulated total  deficit  is  about $ 32,000m
for  the years 1958 to  1970.
7.  lftre Conununity would like  the commercial aspects of  the Association to
be lntensified  by a series of  structural  measures and aid to promote and
diversify  production and improve marketing.  lltese measures would inc]-ude in
particular  the organization  of markets and the conclusion of world agree-
n€ntB.  Hourever, if  the signature of world agreements Proves inpossible, the
EEC should try  to conclude regional agreements between the enJ-arged Community
and the Associated States to which other interested partners could also
accede if  theY so desire2.
g.  Trade bebveen the third  world and the industrialized  countries consists
egsentially in  the sale of primary conunodities by the developing countries
to ttre industrialized  nations and in  the sale of manufactures  or semi-
nanufactures and services by the industrialized  countries to the developing
nations.  It  is  particuJ-arly important for  prices of primary cotnmodities
produced in  the developing countries to follow the trend in  the price of
products exported to the developing countries by the industriaLized
nations.  Ttris relationship,  known as the terms of  trade, has steadily
deteriorated in  recent years to the detriment of  the developing countries;
prices of primary conmodi-ties  have fallen  on the world market while tbe
lXOducts of the industrialized  nations have become increasingly  expensive' As
a result  of technical progress, prices of  industrial  products' which are be-
coming increasingly complex and sophisticated,  have risen more rapidly  than
thoee of primary conmodities whictr have even fallen  in  some cases'  It  is
vltally  important to arrest this  trend in  the terms of trade because in  the
long run trading conditions are even more important than financial  aid'
I  Fourth General Report of  the Commission  of  the European Communities  on
the Activities  of  the communities in  1970, Doc. 259, I  March L971,
trnge 329.
2 Regolution of the
on ttre Activities
7 February 1972,
Parliamentary  Conference on the Seventh General Report
of the Association Councit, Official  Journal C 11,
page 10.
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concern for  the third  world because it  results  in  a constant rise  in  the
price of  industrial  goods while the price of products, and in particular
primary commodities, from the developing countries rises  much less steeply.
Aceording to United Nations etatistics,  export prices of products from the
industrialized  nations rose by an avera€te of  9.5% in the period from 1969 to
,Iuly 1971, while the price of products from the developing counLries increased
by only 4.8%. llhis means that  in  1971, the developing countries were able to
purchase 5% Iess industrial  products with the revenue earned by their  exports
than two years previously.  Tttis deterioration in the terms of trade is
strongly and rightly  criticized  by the countries of the third  world.  llhe fact
that the industfialized  countries which have reached such a high level  of
development are unable to check inflation  is  a source of great irritation  and
dissatisfaction  to  them.
10.  Since the sale of primary commodities is  inportant to the developing
countries in  terms of convertible currency earnings, stabilization  of  the
prices of these products is  an urgent task for  the worLd at large.  Concern
at the constant fall  in primary cormrodity prices was in  fact  the principal
reason for  convening the United Nations Conference in  1954. World primary
commodity agreements must therefore be among the principal  airns of the Com-
munity together with all  the other participants  in the Confet"rr..l.  Stable,
adequate and profitable  prices must be guaranteed for  primary commodities
from the developing countries'as well  as access to the markets of the indus-
trialized  nations under satisfactory conditions.  Al1 the developing  coun-
tries,  including the AASM, therefore have an interest  in  this  price stabili-
zation.
c) Generalized preferences
11.  It  is  well known that generalized preferences  are the result  of  action
by tNcTAD whose proposals were supported by most of the developing countries.
UNCTAD persuaded all  the industrialized  countries to accept the principle  of
non-reciprocal preferences for  processed products originating  in all  the
countries of the third  world.  As far  as j-t was able, the EEc has applied the
relevant  UNCTAD decisions in the best interegt of  the AASM. It  is,  ho!,rever,
concerned at the lack of balance which characterizes  the measures taken in
this  sphere by the industrialized  countries.  When the EEc decided to  rene\.r
generalized preferences  on I  January 1972, the Parliamentary  Conference
I  ,""  resolution of the Parliamentary  Conference, The Hague, loc.  cit.  p.  9.
-69  - PE 29.428/det.therefore  recommendedl  strict  observance of  the  clause  stipulating  that  the
EEc regerves the right  to  take  the  necessary measures, under its  system of
preferences,  to  correct  any situation  which may be harmful  to  the  interests
of  the Associated states.  In  the near future  the  community will  therefore
have to  undertake a searching examination of  the  situation  resurting  fron'
application  of  generalized  preferences  and study their  impact on the  AASM'
since these countries  will  no longer  be alone in  enjoying  privileged  access
to  the market of  the  Six-
d)  Food aid
:I2.  In  the  sphere of  food aid,  ttre community is  also  willing  to  make an
appropriate  contribution  to  the  efforts  of  other  industrialized  nations-  But
if  this  aid  prograrmne is  to  be successful,  the  following  conditions  must be
tn€E:
-  the  system of  distribution  must function  satisfactorily,
-  products must be used for  the  purposes for  which they were intended,
-  aid  must not  act  to  the  detriment  of  agriculture  in  the beneficiary  coun-
tr ies,
-  aid  must have a productive  character,
-  the  problem of  transport  must be solved in  advance'
13.  Food aid  is  an important  component  of  development  policy  and must not
be linked  with  the  problem of  surpluses.  On the  contrary,  aid  must be both
permanent  and effective.  It  must be unaffected  by commercial considerations
and never hampered by  financial-  difficulties.  It  can only  be successful  if
the  Community and all  the  industrialized  nations  show a genuine political
will  to  achieve good results2.
Food aid  is  a1l
products accounts for
the  more important  to  the  AASM as the  purcl'rase of  fooci
one fifth  of  their  imPortsr-
2
J
Resolution of the parliamentary Conference of the Association at The Hague,
loc.  cit.,  p. g.  Trhe European Parliament also stressed the need to  examine,
at an approlriate time, the effects of generalized preferences  on the devel-
oping c-o-untiies; it  asked for  a study of this  kind to be made in particular
tlr  ifre AaSU (Resolution  of  9 June 1971, Sec. 26, Offic|al  Journal of  the
European  Communities, C 66, 1 July 1971).
See also the resolution in the Vredeling report on food aid,  Doc. 25O/7L.
Imports of rice by the AASM have increased by 50% in  the last  two years,
an-d imports of cereaLs by 25%. Even Madagascar  has become a rice-importing
country.
-"to-e) Private inveetment in  the developlng countries
1  The developing countries' need for  financial  resources and direct  in-
vestment is  constantly increasing.  fhe Community believes that the partici-
pation of private European capital  in  develoPment  and industrialization  of
the AASM, will  make an important contribution to the economic progress of
these countries.  In order to arrive  at a uniform strategy for  the developing
countries, the possibility  has also been mooted by the Commission and other
national and international bodies of  a charter or directives  for  private in-
vestors and governments. In this  connection, ttre IJNCTAD Session should not
only define the obligations of private  investors but also those of govern-
ments in the beneficiary countries and of the nations which supply capital.
Agreements must be reached on the protection of capital.  While it  can scarce-
!y be expected that  these principles will  be adopted by all  governments, it
still  seems that  in this  irnportant sector the drafting  of  adequate guidelines
is  al-so in  the interest  of private investors themselves.
f)  Technical and financial  aid
15.  The international  monetary crisis  has had particularly  damaging reper-
cussions on the developing countries.  In regard to the AASM, the Committee
feels that the overal-l intervention capacity, i.e.  the purchasing por^/er of the
European Deve)-opment  Fund, must not be affected by changes in the internation-
aI monetary system;  Member States should if  necessary take exceptional  steps
to  safeguard this  intervention capacity.
16.  With a view to the forthcoming  Santiago conference, the Community and
other industrialized  countries must seek means of  soLvingr when a new inter-
national monetary system is  created, the difficulties  to which the developing
countries have been exposed as a result  of the monetary crisis.  ft  is  the
essential duty of the industrialized  world, and in particular  of the Communi-
ty,  to  safeguard the monetary interests of the third  world.
L7.  As some of the Associated States are among the least  advanced developing
countries, technical- and financial  aid from the Community is  vitally  important
to the expansion of their  economy. Since the Association Convention stipu-
lated in the Rome Treaty came into  force in  1959, fo1-lowed by the First  and
Second Yaound6 Conventions, the Associated 9tates have drawn up development
progranmes and coordinated their  action.  But these efforts  would have been
fruitless  if  the Community had not provided financial  aidf,  since Africa  only
'l -  Ttre value of the first  Fund was 581.25 million  units of  account and that of
'Ehe second Fund, 730 rnillion  units of  account; the third  Fund consists of
918 nillion  units of  account.  See the Achenbach report,  Doc. L76/I969-L970'
8 December 1969, pp. 1l et  seq for  details  of the Fund's distribution.
-  7L- PE 29.428 /d6f.benefits from a relatively  modest share of  international  aid.  On the other
hand, aid granted from the European Development Fund and bilateral  aid from
t"lember States, together represent more than 80% of  foreign aid to these coun-
tries.  fn particular,  the Community which purchases Lropical products from
'|
the Ig AASMT, has become one of their  best clients,  thus providing additional
supPort for  their  economy.
18.  The teehnical and financial  aid granted to the AASM by the Cornmunitv,
represenls the most coherent system of  supPort for  the least  advanced develop-
ing countries.  Financial aid from the Third Development Fund also includes
training  aid for  the benefit of the Associated States.  UnfortunaLely in
L1TO-L97L, the number of  scholarship-holders  and trainees in  the EEC failed
to  increase for  the first  time.  Everything should be done to encourage the
training  of Africans by all  possible means; this  should apply equally to
countries which are not associated with the EEc2.
I  S""  Protocol  No. 5 to  the  Second Yaound6 Convention.
) '  For further details,  see Armengaud report on the Seventh Annual Report
the Activities  of the Association Council, Doc. 38, 20 Decembet  L97L,
pp. 35 et  seq.
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Comrnunitv policy on development
19.  The European Economic Community can approach the I'hird Session of
IJNCTAD with a successful record and the backing of valuable experience in
the sphere of  development aid.  In the first  place, it  has to its  credit
the Association with the African Countries and lr{adagascar  under Part IV of
the Rome Treaty, which was renewed by the First  and Second Yaoundd Conven-
tions.  The fact  that the Associated  States are firmly  attached to  the
association system proves the advantages of  this  solution.  Safeguards for
the legitimate interests of  the Associated  States can be taken for  grantedt
since the attachment shown by the AASM to  the Association  is  a positive
factor  in  the maintenance of eguilibrium and peace throughout  the world.
Cooperation  between Europe and Africa  has a political  aspect in addition to
its  economic and commercial- facets.
20.  Ttre Association with the AASM adds the benefits of institutionalized
cooperation and regionalism to the advantages of  a multilateral- system. fhe
Association  poJ-icy agreed at Yaound6 is  at one and the same time a touch-
stone and a demonstration of  the Community's  political  will  to meet, on an
inereasing sca1e, its  duties to the developing countries.  Cooperation  between
Europe and the Associated African States and Madagascar will  also serve as a
model for  the whole world, because this  example of association is  the most
up-to-date'and  complete answer to be found anlrvhere in the world to  the
pressing problems confronting the developing nations.
2L.  On the eve of  the Second United Nations Development Decade, and in
face of the growing influence of  the EEC on world trade, the Community is
fully  aware of  its  international  responsibilities.  Against this  background,
the Commission of  the European conununities published its  'Ilemorandum on a
Community policy on development cootrrration', which will  be of the utmost
importance to development policy  throughout the world.  fltis  document
clearly  shows that the Corununity is bent on defining a genuine develoPment
aid policy  for  the future.  llhis policy  should be at one and the same time
bold, realistic,  gLobal and coherent.  In  its  concept and implementation,
it  should also be a genuine Community policy.  In addition the aim should be
a progressive integration of alL its  instruments  (commercial aspect' finan-
cial  assistance, technical assistance).  The Community has already opened
For further details,  see Armengaud report on the Seventh Annual Report on
the Activities  of  the As.-sociation Council, Doc. 38, 20 December 1971, pages
35 et  seo.
Commissio-n of  the European Communities, Memorandum  of the Commission on a
Community policyrcn deielopment cooperation,  SEC(7I) 2700 final,  27 Decem-
ber 1971.
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national measures similar  to those favoured by uNcrAD. T?ris action
compJ-ements the Community's Association policy which should not be allovred
to affect  the substance of  the association  with Africa.
22.  Ttre EEC cannot implement a cornmon development policy \^tittrout a
decision by the Council.  fhe Conmunity countries must reach agreement  on
the general conditions and objectives of  this  policy,  such as a more
equitable and harmonious distribution  of prosperity (horizontal and vertical
diversification),thesaleofproductsfromttredevelopingcountriesonthe
markets of the industrialized  nations, the diversification  of agricultural
production and the international division  of  labour.  fhe inLernal economic
policy of  each Member State must not conflict  with Community aid arrange-
ments, but should on the contrary compJ-y with the general guidelines for
development aid.  TLre aims and form of aid should therefore be coordinated
and certain basic criteria  laid  down for  this  purpose. In addition,
Community aid should be designed in  such a way that  it  can be granted both
globally and selectivelY.
23.  A number of difficulties  remain to be solved, since the Rome Treaty
does not 1ay down the whole range of  instruments necessary for  a common
development policy.  The enlargement of the Community will  therefore
provide a favourable opportunity for  further  reflection  on development
policy.  In addition responsibilities  are shared between the different
branches of  economic policy.  It  should also be noted that  the aims
followed systematicall-y  by Community policy on development should form
part of the Conmunity's  overall  economic and social policy.  A comnon
development policy cannot be pursued until  the Comnunity makes further
progress towards economic and monetary unification  and political  coope-
ration.  The need for  the Community to introduce a development policy  is  all
the more pressing as the developing countries' debts increased by 14 )( per
annum between 1955 and 1969. Unless this  trend is halted,  the developing
nations, debt to the industrialized  countries would amount to  $ 10,000m
in  1975.
24.  The Community, and all  the other countries attending the ltrird  Session
of  UNCTAD, strould attempt in  the first  instance to solve the followinq
problems:
-  stabilization  of primary commodity prices through agreements on specific
products (e.9. sugar, cocoa)  ;
-  recognition of the varying needs of the deveJ-oping countries and definition
of  conmon aid measures to assist the least advanced among them.
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uNcTAD has also considered this  problem and drawn up a ]-ist  of  25
countries representing the hard core of developing nations.  Ehese countries
whose total  population is  142 rnillion  18 % of  the population of the third
world), are mostly situated in Africa  (16) ;  some of  them are in Asia and
the l,tiddle Sast (8) r  nod one in Latin America' A number of Afirican coun-
tries  which are associated with the EEC, also belong to this  hard core, i.e':
AASM: Burundi, chad, Dahomey, Mali, Niger, Rvranda, sOmalia, upper Volta'
Arusha Convention: Uganda, Tanzania.
-  abolition  of international barriers  to trade;
,  a settlernent of  the international  monetary crisis  which will  not jeopar-
dize developing countries'  interests'
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